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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 0£ the Paper 
In the opinions of many, school teachers are a group set apart-
different. To others teac~ is a mark 0£ esteem. But for members 
0£ a large group that are characterized as teachers because of their 
repressed demeanor, the knitted brow, stern countenance, prudery or 
"queer" ways, this represents to them a serious indictment against 
the profession. 
Evidence indicates that the profession attracts few misfits or 
neurotics, but it does point to the assumption that the "teacherish11 
stigma is an acquired characteristic-acquired as a result of the 
conditions under which the teacher is employed. 
So, it is the purpose of this paper to (1) rev1aw the investi-
gations and articles by psychologists and educators respecting 
evidence and extent of maladjustment in teachers, and the consequent 
effect of such teacher personalities on children; and, premised on 
the assumption that many teacher maladjustments w.i.th their resultant 
inadequacies are a consequence of unhappy teaching experiences, 
(2) to investigate areas for conditioning teacher adjustment, with 
particular attention to reviewing orientation methods and procedures 
for new teachers and teachers new to the school system. It is the 
purpose, that in some small measure, more attention will be drawn 
to the personal needs of the teacher relative to the strain under 
which she works, and that organizational and personnel procedures 
will be brought to bear in a larger number of schools for elevating 
the status and spirits of those serving in them to one of pride, 
acceptance, enthusiasm, worth, confidence, and even public acclamatia-i. 
And it is hoped, that this ma.;" perhaps contribute to the adequacy o£ 
the teacher concerned, and to the efficiency of the instructional 
program, which has as its end, the wholesome growth and development 
ot boys and girls. 
Organizational Plan of This Paper 
ihis paper is organized into five chapters. Chapter I is 
introductory. The body of the paper is contained in chapters II, 
III, and IV. Chapter ll documents evidence of teacher maladjustments. 
It indicates the extensive emotional needs among large numbers of 
teachers, particularly in the more tr:-adi tional schools, that situations 
within the schools themselves are often contributory to maladjustment 
problems, and that, as a result, children are often constrained in 
an unnatural and unwholesome environment. It is planned to show that 
the ill-disposed personality of the teacher reacts adversely in growth 
and attitudes of children. 
Areas are S11ggested in chapter III for conditioning teacher 
adjustment and bases for :improvement considered. These areas in 
chapter III will include (1) teacher training, (2) selection of 
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teachers and subsequent placement in the system,, (3) induction to the 
school situation,, and (4) inservice training and follow-up activities. 
The plan is to develop number three of' these areas more exten-
sively-,, namely-, orientation and induction. For to the orientation 
phase can the teacher most ef'f ectively- be h!lped over the hump of' 
the most perplexing difficulties. 
A short summa:Cy' will be made in chapter v. Here it is intended 
to submit some relevant and helpful con cl us ions and recommendations. 
J 
Chapter II 
EMOTIONAL IROBLEMS THAT FACE THE NEW TEACHER 
A teacher new to the system is confronted with a variety of 
problems that challenge even the most stalwart. 
Problems of physical conditions, equipment, instrm tional 
materials, records, reports, special duties and overloads, must 
som.ewho be resolved. But of even greater import are those problems 
arising from personal interaction 0£ teacher-teacher, teacher-pupil, 
teacher-administrator, and teacher-parent relationships. How these 
problems are £aced introspectively, as well as actually, will, in a 
large measure, determine the efficiency of the teacher. How the 
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teacher reacts is indicative of (1) his degree of maturity-emotionally, 
socially, and mentally; (3) the extent and nature of the problems; 
and {3) the freedom, fortitude, and security she has in compromising 
them. 
The first days in a new school make deep impressions on the new 
teacher, and, in turn, it is likely his attitudes, enthusiasm, and 
personality will be modified according to the extent of his satisfac-
tions. Likewise his efficiency will accordingly be tempered. 
McConnell supports this assumption in thatt 
The best-laid plans for general education are 
likely to go a:wry if teachers are unsympathetic with 
the purposes of the program, or if their educational 
interests and backgrounds unfit them for the kind of 
teaching which general education reqiires even if they 
believe in its values ••• "both the character and quality 
of any program of general education will largely reflect 
the purposes of those who teach in it, and their skill in 
achieveing those purposes ••• 1 
It is recognized that if schools are to contribute to the 
optimum development of pupils; if they are to provide the environment 
conducive to the accomplishment of educational aims, attention must re 
given to the personal. needs of the teacher. Wiles has admonished that: 
Unless a teacher reels right a bout himself, about 
his job, about his fellow staff members, and about his super-
visor, he is not ready to consider the teaching process. 
Assurance of his own worth and importance of his job, a 
sense of belonging to the group, and a trust in the of-
ficial leadership are the necessary foundations to any 
serious attempt to improve instruction.2 
The importance to the teacher and her competence of proper 
orientation is emphasized by Fox and others, lib.en they affirm that: 
Often, success or f a.j.lure in teaching can be traced 
to the understandings and attitudes developed during the 
first· days in the classroom. Carta.inly, proper orienta-
tion to the new job w.i.11 lesson the number .and complexity 
of later problem.s.3 
1. McConnell, T. R. "General Educations An Analysis," General 
Education, p. 18, Fifty-first Yearbook, Part I, University of 
Chica.go Press, 1952. 
2. Wiles, Kimball, Supervision for Better Schools, P• 286, Chica.gos 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1950. -
3. Fox, James Harold, Charles Edward Bish, Ralph Windspr Ruffner, 
School Administration, p. 172, New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 
1947. 
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Peck1 investigated teachers' problems and included among their 
complaints: difficulties in finding suitable living quarters; 
restricted social activities due to camzmnjty prejudices; insecurity; 
anadequate salaries; health problems; lack of recreational facilities; 
lack of congenial associates; financial problems; and overburdening 
by religious and educational activities. 
Beginning teachers' problems are not new. Cubberley, some three 
decades ago, expressed his concern thusly: 
A principal· often fails to appreciate the difficulties 
that a beginning teacher has to encounter. Often inadequate-
ly trained, timid, shrinking from assuming new responsibilities, 
unconscious of errClt' s ma.de, tmable to diagnose a situation 
and apply a remedy when things 10 wrong-the beginning 
teacher is often in deep water before the principal realizes 
it. Even when a normal school graduate and possessed of a 
modern vie1'point, the beginner usual'.cy' .finds actual 
schoolroom conditions quite different from ~ small groups 
and close supervision of the training school. 
How the new teacher is going to stand up to this diversity of 
confiicting situations depends upon t110 broad conditions: (1) the 
inherent nature, disposition and maturity of the teacher; (2) the 
extent services and consideration for teacher welfare provided by 
the school and comn.unity. 
It is not to be presumed that pre-existing emotional abnormalities 
of teachers can be easily corrected, nor is it proposed to venture into 
1. Peck, Leigh, ttA study of Adjustment Difficulties of a Group of 
Women Teachers", Journal of Educational Psychology 27:401-16, 
(September, 1936). -
2. Cubberley, Ellwood P., ~Principal ~His School, pp. 462-631 
New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1923. 
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the background of psychological maladjustments here. Bnt,, the second 
point,, which is concerned with areas for meeting and providing for 
teacher needs and satisfactory orienliation into the communiv and 
school system,, is the essence and subject of this paper. 
Attention to teacher adjustment ma;y be considered from several 
developmental areas. These may be set forth in sequenCf' as follows: 
l. selection of a candidate for teacher training. 
2. General and professional college training. 
3. Practice teaching or internship. 
4. Teacher selection 
$. Induction and orientation into the school system 
and the community. 
6. Inservice and follow-up activities. 
'While the school administration has the most direct concern 
• 
with the latter three: selection, induction, and inservice,, it is 
w.i. thin all six areas that attention can be directed for achieving that 
adjustment of the teacher that can help her achieve greater teaching 
proficiency through gajning greater self-adjustment by helping her 
to fulfill satis.factorily psychological needs. 
The Needs of the Teacher Are Important 
In order for any person,, child or adult,, to achieve adequacy 
within himself,, and adjustment in the eyes of his fellows,, psychologists 
agree, certain needs must be fulfilled. Prescott had divided them 
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into three categories 11 (l} physiological--those having to do with 
food, sleep, sex, exercise and biological functions; (2) social or 
status needs, which concern the interaction of the individual and his 
associates in all social involvements, and his status as felt by him 
and by others toward him; and (J) ego, or integrative needs, which 
are those necessary for self-sufficiency, personal adequacy and which 
determine one 1 s personal consideration of himself as a person. Every 
individual requires certain fulfillment of these needs, and teachers 
manifest characteristic patterns of them. 
Abundant evidence has been revealed to shaw the prevalence of 
emotio.nal. and social maladjustment among teachers, attested to 
objectively by psychologists and investigators.2 Much of this evidence 
indicates that cond.i tions in the school and community have contri-
buted to teacher insufficiencies and maladjustments. 
I! this problem is to be satisfactorily solved, Blos states that: 
Teaching is most likely to be rewarding to society, 
which at the sane time, contributes most to the individ-
ual teacher. A new guiding principle is here stated: 
That the teacher must be considered for the sake of the 
teacher as well as for the pupils and society.2 
1. Prescott, Daniel A., Emotion and the Educative Process, p. 113, 
American Council of Education-;-w'ashington, D. c., 19JB. 
2. Cf. post., PP• 8-12. 
3. Bloss, Peter, "Mental Hygiene and the Teaching ~rof'ession," 
Educational :Method, 21:224-29, (Febru8.171 1942). 
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Emotional Maladjustment in Teachers is Prevalent 
The problem of sampling objectively the extent of maladjustment 
in teachers is difficult, but ii' Rivlin has expressed the concenaus at 
authorities, a greater appreciation of the strain under llhich the 
teacher toils ~ be felt: 
The lqman rarely appreciates the physical and 
emotional strain in teaching. Even the most stolid 
teacher finds herself becoming annoyed and irritable. 
The person who is tense and highstrung suffers still 
more ••• it is small wonder that the conscientious 
teacher is exhausted by her day's work. When the 
teacher is high-strong to begin 'With the emotional 1 strain of teaching is harmful to her and her class. 
Dr. Altman,2 retired Chief Medical Examiner of the New York 
City Public Schools, averred that fifteen hundred to thirty-seven 
thousand teachers were mental cases; that psychiatric treatment was 
needed for forty-five hundred of them in 1941. 
Townsend reported from a New Jersey survey that: " ••• the 
chances are seven to one that a child w.i.11 deal with at least two 
emotionally maladjusted teachers during his twelve years of public 
education.•3 He further records that "The National Commission for 
1. Rivlin, Harry Nathaniel, Educat~ for Adjustment, New York: 
D. Appleton-Century, p. 461,, 193 • -
2. Altman, Emil, "Out Mentally Unbalanced Teachers", American 
llercur,y LII:391-401 (April,, 1941), cited by Leo J. Alilunas, 
"Needed Research in Teacher Mental Hygiene, 11 Journal of Educa-
tional Research 38:653-5, (~,, 1945). ~ 
J. Townsend, Ernest M., "Mental Hygiene and Teacher Recruiting,," 
Mental Hygiene XVII:598-604, (October,, 1933). 
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Mental Hygiene has found from its studies that one-third to one-half 
or the lengthy absences of teachers from their classes ••• mq be 
attributed to mental difficulties."l 
With tests designed to measure four types of adjustment: home, 
health, social and emotional, Broxson2 came to the conclusion that out 
of fifty-one teachers tested, thirty-five percent were maladjusted 
n ••• to a definite or serious degree ••• ". Twenty-eight percent were 
found to be sociaJ.ly maladjusted; forty-nine percent were maJ.adjusted 
with reference to heaJ.th; and forty-nine percent were maladjusted as 
a result of home life or home relationships. 
In a study of adjustment difficulties of women teachers, Pecic3 
concluded that one-third of the teachers studied were maladjusted, 
and one-sixth needed psychiatric services. 
This much-cited study was made for the purpose of determining 
adjustment difficulties o1I one-hundred women teachers to determine: 
1. The proportion of women teachers maJ.adjusted as 
judged by some objective standard and compare adjust-
ment with that of women an:l men students. 
2. To note incidence of traits and habits that might be 
especiaJ.ly significant in effecting professional 
activities. 
1. Loe. cit. 
2. 'Bi=Oxson, John A., "Problem Teachers," Education, Administration 
~Supervision 29:177, {March, 1933). 
3. Peck, Leigh, S?,• cit., PP• 401-16. 
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3. To study relation of maladjustment of age, marital 
status, and extent and type of experience. 
4. To determine problems required from teacher 1 s conscious 
effort to adjust. 
5. To note the relation of adjustment to intelligence. 
6. To compare self-estimate of adjustment with objective 
measurements of adjustment. 
Peck secured his objective data through use of the Thurstone 
Personality Schedul.e, The Otis Test of Mental Ability, Personal 
Data Sheets, and intormaJ. statements of problems of subjects making 
conscientious effort to adjust. 
CoI11I1on symptoms of maladjustment as a result of Peck" s invest-
igation are paraphrased in the following table, on page 12. 
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Peck's Conclusionsl 
Symptoms Percent of Teachers 
Nervousness 
Evidence of emotional preoccupation: 
Critical of others 
Do not plan work ahead 
Suf'f er £ran conflicts between sex 
and morality 
Feel that they are deserving or a 
better lot in life. 
Symptoms of hysteria 
Frequently in low spirits 
Frequently in state of excitement 
Describe selves as nervous 
Admit to lack of temper control 
Are easily upset 
Have had nervous breakdollll 
Fear insanity 
Symptoms of exhibitionism (may be sublimated in 
other deviations). ' 
Finotional illlna.turi ty. (This symptom also evidenced 
in all others, but the t ollowing may be added) 1 
33 
24 
20 
25 
33 
16 
23 
11 
24 
Symptoms of shyness 33 
Frequently in low spirits 22 
Dislike taking responsibility 26 
Easily upset 23 
Critical of others 24 
Peck concluded that. only one-fifth of the teachers could be 
classified as well adjusted. 
Reporting on teachers' personality adjustments, Barker found that: 
1. Peck, Leigh, !2£• ill• 
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••• Despite long years of training and experience 
there are many teachers in responsible positions who 
are immature,, poorly adjusted or even actual]J 
unwholesome in their personalities.l 
The situations reported here are doubtless those that have been 
extreme and the investigations have not revealed the probable myriad 
border-line cases,, nor the evidences of unhappy, insecure,, and 
dissatisfied teachers who are "stuck" to their jobs. "There are 
many problems locked in the personality,," Symonas2 affirms. Such 
problems have not be extensively revealed in investigations. 
Teachers and investigators have reported often on school and 
community situations that are not only harmful,, but aggravate,, and 
seem to induce teacher inadequacies and emotional instabilities. 
It has been predicated that a teacher's-effectiveness is in 
direct proportion to his satisfactions on and off the job-in the 
school and the community. ,, 
The " Human Relations" Trend~ Meet Needs 
The fuJ.fillment of needs is the essence of morale. The essential 
1. Barker, ~izabeth M.,, Personality Adjustments of Teachers 
Related to Efficiency, New York,, Teachers College,, Columbia 
University,, 1946,, p. 97,, as cited from The Journal of Educational 
Research 44:709,, (~,, 1951). 
2 •. Symonds,, Percival M.,, "Problems Faced by Teachers",, Journal of 
Educational Research; 35:1-15,, (September,, 1941). 
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characteristics of morale, according to Burton1 are: (1) fulfillment 
of the desire for justice, {2) recognition, (3) stimulating leader-
ship, (4) personal and institutional loyalty, (5) stimlating social 
contact with one's fellows, (6) desire to satisfy one's sense of 
achievement, and the (7) desire for security through adjustment to 
one's job. 
Many lVI'iters have emphasized the importance of the meeting of 
certain psychological needs as imperative to human content.ment, 
welfare and ade~acy. 
Castellanos2 has compared the factors conducive to harmonious 
and economical learning in children with teachers and has pleaded 
that teacher success is dependent upon the application of the laws 
of learning to teachers. 
One of these: the application of the use of praise and recog-
nition, 'Which, avers Fenton,3 teachers have the same need for as 
have children and which Carron4 calls "a kind of spiritual BJ., which 
promotes growth and is essential to the maintenance of vitality." 
Others of the laws of learning, l'lhich should be considered 
1. Burton, Wm. H., "Teacher Morale as an Important Factor of 
Teaching Success~, California Journal of Education, 6:218-261 (May, 1938). -
2. Castellanos, Jane, "Teachers are Children, Too, 11 Childhood 
Education 25 :245-49, (April, 19 49). 
J. Fenton, Norman, Mental Hygiene in School Practice, p. 331, 
Stanford University Press, Stanford, California, 1943. 
4. Carroll, Agnes W., 11Teacher Recognition", NEA De~artment of 
Elementary School Principals, 21st Yearbook, p.69-72. -
respecting teachers are: emphasis on siccess and progress; the 
reward of social. approval; self-confidence; learning by doing; and the 
need of status. 
In reply to the caption: "What do Teachers Want from a Job?" 
Wiles cites from his four-year investigation on this problem and found 
the most-frequently listed "job satisfactions" to be: 
••• security and a comfortable living; pleasant 
working conditions; a sense of belonging; fair treatment; 
a sense of achievement and growth; recognition of 
contribution; participation in deci~ policy; and 
opportunity to maintain self-respect.l 
He defends his study with the statement that: "Psychologists 
and sociologists studying the problem have arrived at very similar 
answers for workers in other f ields.112 
Satisfactory working conditions is stressed by Eels3 for 
" ••• the best work in any field." 
The emphasis on teacher security is reiterated by~ Eight 
~ Stugy,4 which states that no school will advance without secure 
teachers who are free tD depart from tradition. 
1. Wiles, Kimball, .22.• ~., p. 40. 
2. Wiles, Kimball, Loe. cit. 
3. Eels, Walter Crosby, ii(fc)ntentment of Teachers," School Executive 
531120, (December, 1933). 
4. Aiken, Wilfred M., .!!!! Story of the tight~ Study, p. 130, 
V I., New York: Harper Brothers, 19 • 
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In a study of four hundred teachers, Clark1 f o\Uld that the "high 
morale group" had the feeling of belongingness with other teachers; 
were satisfied with their superiors; were free to use their Olm 
methods and materials; had equitable 1V0rk loads; and found sufficient 
time to teach. 
Blos, in answering the question: "What are the conditions 
conducive to desirable teacher growth, to the development of a 
professional mature attitude, and to avoidance of pitfalls seemingly 
' inherent in educational work?", replies: 
••• it is of primary importance that the teacher 
should live a life l'd'l.ich has deep personal satisfactions 2 in relationships and appreciations outside of the school. 
Dale Carnegie3 capitalized on and drew wide attention to individ-
ual needs in his best seller by popularizing maxims relative to 
personal status, recognition, praise, service to others, .!!• .!!• 
The importance of human relations. Large industrial concerns 
are applying the science of human relations and finding that it pays 
off in increased worker efforts, decreased work absences, fewer work 
stoppages and greater worker contentment. 
Claiming that a "second Industrial Revolution is sweeping through 
u. S. industry," ~reported that the purpose of 11Human Relations 
1. Clark, Harold c., "What Makes for High Teacher Morale?", 
Educational Leadership 5:279, (January, 1948). 
2. Blos, Peter, ~· ~., P• 225. . . 
J. Carnegie, Dale, How To Win Friends and Influence People, New 
York: Simon and"'"Schuster, Inc., 19"'3f; {passim). 
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in Industry" is to " ••• give the American worker a sense of usefulness 
and importance (and thus improve his work). Its goal (stated in one 
sentence): to make lite more fun by making it more meaningful. n1 
That higher wages and good salaries do not bey contentment was 
emphasized in the same article which stated: 
••• surveys of employees exploded the prize cliche' 
of management 1 s folklore-that workers wanted only more 
money. Actually higher pay rated far down the list of 
workers' desires ••• After ten years of polling workers, 
Elmo Roper concluded that their four chief desires are: 
1) security ("the right to 'WOrk continuously at reasonably 
good wages"), 2) a chance to advance, 3) treatment as 
human beings, 4( dignity.2 
In the "new philosophy" averred Time, " ••• human relations is 
nothing more than good will-and applied common sense." 
The answer to what makes for human contentment and satisfactions 
has been seldom 
. ' 
••• better expressed than by General Foods' Chair-
man Clarence Francis ••• "You can buy a man's time, you 
can buy a man's physical presence at a given place; you 
can even buy a measured number of skilled muscular 
motions per hour or day. But you cannot buy enthusiasm; 
you cannot buy initiative; you cannot bey loyalty; you 
cannot buy the devotion of hearts, minds and soula. You 
have to earn these things ••• It is ironic that .Americans-
the most advanced people technically; mechanically and 
industrially--should have waited until a comparatively 
recent period to inquire into the most promising single 
source of productivity; namely, the human will to 110rk ••• 113 
It has been interred that autocratic methods, indifference, 
1. Time "Human Relations" 59:96-97 (April 14, 1952). _, , 
2. Ibid., pp. 96-7. 
3. Loe. cit. 
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overwhelming demands, and conditions inimical to teacher contentment 
in the classroom or the community, react obversely to the competence 
and efficiency of the teacher. 
The second part of this chapter is concerned with the tragic 
effects that inadequate and maladjusted teachers have upol\ pupils. 
Pupils are Affected When a Teacher's Needs Are Unmet 
"' 
Unmet needs are those psychological deficiencies of the teacher 
'Which, having not been compensated for, extend extraneiously to color 
or adversely affect the dispositions of the pupils. 
Ir, as Aiken stated: 
The life work of the school should contribute, in 
every possible vra:y, to the physical, mental and emotional 
health of every student ••• The curriculum. in its every 
part should have a major purpose: "Bring to evecy young 
American his great heritage of freedom to develop under-
standing of the kind of life vre seek and to inspire 
devotion to human vrelfare.l · 
Then the effect and influence of the teacher upon her pupils 
cannot be underrated and must necessarily be of major consideration in 
teacher training, selection, induction, and inservice. But if it is 
true that "A significant proportion of the country's teachers either 
are mentally ill or suffer from serious mental and emotional 
maladjustmenta."2 J then attention and action are called forth to 
explore all phases of the school situation for the probable causes, 
l. Aiken, ~· cit., P• 138. 
2. Prescot~ ~· cit., p. 252-53. 
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and, if possible, remove them. 
Due to the diversity of human variables involved, infallible 
evidence relative to the effect of neurotic teachers on pupils' 
personalities and attitudes is not easily determined,, but lack of 
objective measurement can hardly depreciate opinions of authorities,, 
who, like Blos,, think that: 
There is nothing in the school that can more 
surely hinder such constructive and emotional learn-
ings than a poorly adjusted teacher. Emotionally un-
stable and immature teacher personalities are responsible 
for many problems of children w.i th whom they associate • 
• • • there is an appreciable number of teachers who do 
harm ••• to the child.ren ••• 1 
And Symonds reaffirms the llllf avorable influence of teachers in the 
following: 
Part of the pupil's problems of adjustment are com-
plicated by the fact that through the school day he must 
deal with the teacher,, who also has her own problems 
of adjustment. So the pupil 1 s problems of adjustment are 
complicated by the fact that t'WO individualities with 
different habits and tensions and complexes must 
mutally react upon and somehow learn to become adjusted 
to each other. Every teacher presents problems of 
personal adjustment which are as troublesome and 
annoying as those of the pupil himself. 2 
Though concerned with teacher prototypes that may exemplify 
personal qualities conducive to wholesome development,, one agrees 
1. Blos,, .2E.• cit.,, p. 225. 
2. Symonds, Percival M., Mental Hfgi4ne and the School Child, 
New Yorkt Macmillan Company, 193 , p:-2°W::-- -
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with Symonds that there is" ••• no best type of teacher111 for the child 
develops under the influence of a variety of people and conditions 
and "· •• becomes a composite of the various personalities with l'ilom he 
has intimate contact.112 For exanple t 
••• Nervous teachers keep their children on 
edge. The children tend to adopt the patterns of 
behavior that the teacher presents to them day after 
day,, and with a nervous teacher children also take on 
nervous mannerisms, sensitiveness to unpleasant 
happenings ••• Nervousness is a characteristic of many 
teachers which cannot have anything except a bad 
effect on the children.3 
It may be inferred that behavior patterns are products of 
emulation; thatt "Nothing is more important ••• than a favorable 
environment where there are good standards of models for the child to 
copy ••• 114 And for the teacher who would disparage copzll!; as morally 
injurious, she may reflect upon Symond's affirmation that: 
We understand now that copying the practices 
and behavior of others is not a simple matter of 
imitaM,on, but a form of adaptation in llhich the 
child~ the ty;pes of behaviors around~!!. 
the best means af.' which ~imagination.£!!!_~ 
ceive for bringing to him satisi'actions that he 
craves:S-
l. Symonds,, Percival M., "Reflections and Observations of Teachers", 
Journal of Educational Research,, 43:6901 (~, 19.50). 
2. Wickman,~. K., •Children's Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes, 
New Yorkt The Commonwealth FUnd, Worchester, Mass., p. 4o, 
1928. 
3. Symonds, Percival M., S?.• cit., pp. 248-9. 
4. Ibid., p. 77. -
5. Ibid., p. 77, Italics not in original. 
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Ir the extent of the teacher's influence is determined by his 
friendly, understanding relation with each child, his profound belief 
@lld acceptance of him, then it ma;v be postnlated that such a teacher 
<. 
is refiecting both his irmer adjustment and satisfying external. 
e:xperiences. 
Taft has written that: 
••• if only one factor in a child's maladjustment 
can be changed, the attitude of the teacher w.i.ll 
usually be found to be the most important and its 
alteration most immediately effective in bringing 
about improvement.l 
And Strang reinforces this observation by noting: 
••• that certain teachers seem to inspire courtesy 
and friendliness, 'While other teachers seen to evoke 
discourtesy and quarrelsomeness ••• Daily associations 
with persons of genuine social sensitivity and skill 
in.ey- contribute a great deal to a child. 1 s social 
development.2 
In pointing out the causes of emotional disturbances in children, 
Strang maintains: 
A dyspeptic, sarcastic, irritable, or nagging 
teacher can lower heal th values and b~ing about nervous 
disorders and emotional difficulties • .; ••• But they ••• 
blossom out under the guidance of a teacher who has the 
personality that reaches out to the children.4 
It is difficult for teachers to discard the "we-teach-the-way-
1. Taft, Jessie, The Relation of the School to the Mental Health of 
the Average ,Child. ReprintNo. 181, P• ~50West SOth st., -
Nar York,: !he National Committee for Mental Hygiene, 1932. 
2. Strang, iiuth, An Introduction to Child Study, New York: Macmillan Co., 1951, p. ~8. -
3. Ibid., P• 424. 4. Ibid., P• 468. 
-
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-ne-learned" attitude aid overthrow the traditional notion which 
overemphasizes facts and information as opposed to learning that 
involves the whole individual through experience and example. For, 
remonstrates Prescott t 
The point must be ma.de aver and over again that the 
personal contacts and relationships eJC;perienced by 
children in school are at least equal in importance to 
the lmowledge gained and the skills developed there. '.lhese 
personal. relationships either satisfy or frustrate basic 
personality needs. They are rich sources of both pleasant 
and unpleasant effect, and they exercise an enormous 
influence on the organization of patterns of behavior, 
on the development of attitudes, am the crystallizing 
of ideals and value concepts.I 
This tenet is reiterated by Hart 'Who sets forth thatz 
Clearzy, personnel relationships are crucial in 
determining the influence which schools have upon 
developing personalities. Not only are persons the 
agents by which all sorts of educative experiences are 
guided and administered, but the effective relationships 
between those persons and the pupils are powerful 
factors of satisfaction or frustration of personality 
needs. They (taachers) are part of the active environment 
of the child. hildren desire affection from them, status 
with them, and recognition by them. Many times, the 
intellectual aspects of the school are secondary in im-
portance to the personal relationships established or 
lost ••• But teachers are also people; they have their 
01m personality needs. Persons managipg schools nmst 
~ equalJ.y sensitive to the needs of teachers, and the 
public ~ ~ concerned ~ making !h! profession 
truly satisfying for the persons at work in it.Z 
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1. Prescott, Daniel A., ~· cit., p. 266. 
2. Hart, F. W,,, Teachers andTeaching, pp. 280-11 New York: Macmillan, 1934. Italics not in original. 
Only Well Adjusted Teachers Can Diagnose Pupil Problems 
The exemplifying of serenity, poise and confidence in the mature 
teacher should facilitate his ability to diagnose abnormal behavior 
tendencies in her pupils. Tiie maladjusted teacher, contrarily, could 
hardly be expected to recognize deviate symptoms, much less, provide 
a remedy. This is substantiated by Thorpe who affirms that: 
Some teachers apparently do not comprehend the 
nature of the underlying causes of children's behavior. 
Being concerned with symptans, discipline, and above all, 
meticulous good order, they perhaps "fail to see the 
trees for the forest," i. e., symptolllS, as overt acts, 
blind them to the existence of deeper running conflicts 
and maladjustments. Thus, instead of dealing intelligently 
with emotional dynamisms of evasion, retreat, and antiso1ial 
compensation, they are likely to attack such expressions 
of maladjustment as lying, stealing, truancy, cruelty, 
destroying property, etc., from the moral point of view • 
• • • It teachers are to accept the challenge implied 
here it is evident that, in addition to being well informed, 
they must themselves be relatively free from personality 
maladjust.men ts. 2 
Wickman3 points out, that when teachers do not recognize the 
differences between anti-social attitudes and conduct in children, 
the teacher's adjustment difficulties are further aggravated. 
And Symonds4 agrees that: poor Ethods of meeting deficiencies in 
teaching are grouped under the heading of compensation, and are 
1. Italics in original. 
2. Thorpe, Louis P., Child Psychology and Development, PP• 743-44, 
The Ronald Press Co., New York, 1940. 
3. Wickman, ~· cit., PP• 170-1. 
4. Symonds, ER.• cit., PP• 248-49. 
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categorized by domineering, bullying, severe attitudes, strictness, 
sarcasm, the alwey-s-right attitude, hypocracy, compensatory mechanisms, 
regressive tendencies or actions, jealousies, or temper tantrums--all 
of 'Which represent wrong methods. 
Hildrethl avers that academic learning will not take place as 
long as major emotional problems victimize children. 
These opinions have been nowhere more bluntly emphasized than in 
the NEA Research Bulletin for 1942t 
The emotionaJ.ly disturbed teacher exerts such a 
detrimental influence on children that he should not 
be allowed to remain in the classroom ••• such teachers need 
help, but 'While they are being helped they should be out of 
the classrooms so their pupils m.q be freed from the psych~c 
injury, depression, and fear llhich their presence creates. 
lllzy- the school is so influential is partially explained by 
Hamilton, llho wrote that the older child "• •• tends to .focus his 
conflicts there.n3 
Then too, it would seem that only a well-poised and adjusted 
person could support Dewey's precept that: 
••• it is his, the teacher's business to be on the 
alert to see what attitudes and habitual tendencies are 
1. Hildreth, Gertrude, Learning the Three R's, p. 313, Educational 
Publishers, Inc., Miri.iieapolis, 1936. . 
2. A.ASA N.E.A. Research Bulletin, "Health in the Schools", pp. 138-
39, Washington, D. c. t American Association o.f School Adminis-
trators, 1942 • 
.3. Hamil ton, Gordon, Psychother~ in Child Guidance, Columbia 
University Press, New York, 19 7, p. 166. 
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be~ created. In this direction he mst, if he 
is an educator, be able to judge what attitudes are 
actually conducive to continued growth and 'What are 
detrimental. He lllllst,, in addition, have that sympathetic 
understanding of individuals as individuals which gives 
him an idea of what is actruly going on in the minds 
of those who are learning. 
The delicate and tremendous responsibility or the teacher in 
deference to the children's emotional providence can hardly be 
gainsaid. And,, in turn,, the school's like responsibility toward 
preventing teacher di.fficul ties and tensions should do much to 
preserve one 1 s equanimity,, and consequently,, maintain competence. 
Unmet Needs A.rrect Colleagues, Too 
Some consideration should be given the relationship of the 
teacher 'With colleagues: The personality of a teacher is contagious 
and may vary from extremes of magnetism to repulsion, both from the 
standpoint of her pupils and the personnel 'With whom she works. A 
nagging, vituperative or cynical co-worker can lower the morale of a 
group and depress the atmosphere of the building. According to 
School Boards in Action: 
-
••• Unfair, disgruntled,, seltish, callous, or 
indifferent employees can tear down quickly most o:f 
the good public opinion that may have been built up 
by a public-relatio~ minded administrator and 
board or education. 
l. Dewey,, John,, Ea>erience in Education,, p. 33,, New York: 
The MacmiJ lan Company,, 1948. 
2. School Boards in Action,, Twenty-fourth Yearbook,, American 
Association of School Idministrators, Washington, D. c.,, 1946, 
P• 216. 
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"The true signifioanoe,n wrote Dougherty, et al, concerning 
teacher relationships, "is implied in the fact that any teacher has 
the power to make the activities of her collegues a pleasure or a 
disappointment. 111 
However, for the teacher reflecting the three following traits, 
which, among others, have been recommended by Fox, et al, 2 the stigma 
of maladjustment would seldom apply. He stresses the (1) possession 
of a sense of humor, (2) "pleasing personal appearance and personal 
traits;" and (3) "a sense of appropriateness (doing the right thing 
at the right time)." 
A VitaJ. Problem 
Thus far an attempt has been made by the media of reviewing the 
studies and opinions of recognized psychologists and educational 
writers, to show that (1) there are a vast number of teachers 
currently in the pt'Ofession who are maladjusted or neurotic, and that 
such teachers (2) exercise definite unwholesome and injurious effects 
upon their pupils and their collegues. 
Though it is difficult to establish the degree of maladjustments 
or .neuroses, it can be assumed that it ranges from inappreciable 
l. Dougherty, James Henry, Frank Hermon Gorman, and Claude Anderson 
Phillips, Elementary School Organization and Management, New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1950, P• 351. 
2. Fox, James Harold, et !fk,, 2E.• ill·, p. 83. 
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fatigue, tensions, isolation or preoccupation,, to extreme displays of 
abnormal behavior.l 
Wlien the teacher in the school system has tendencies toward 
emotional peculiarities due to heredity or unfortunate childhood 
experiences,, the administration is obliged to employ personnel 
procedures painstakingly 1 for the sake of the pupils under her control. 
Indeed1 the very nature of the school tasks2 weigh haavily upon even 
the mature and well adjusted perscn 1 so it seems the administrator 
should as sq the human factors with tact and acumen. He would do 
well to insure that the administration 1 s routine 1 policy 1 or demands 1 
neither create nor aggravate conditions which might contribute to 
discord or unjustified annoyances. 
Because of indifference toward teachers, and because of 
unnecessarily-created teacher tensions, human needs have not been 
adequately met. Demands and neglect have contributed to teacher 
apatey1 inefficiency, and even abnormal behavior. 
This evidence supports the proposition that the school's- and 
community's-attention to initial adjustment and induction of the new 
or beginning teacher 1 and subsequent assurance that his needs 'Will be 
met,, could help to preclude many unhappy situations in lilich teachers 
become maladjusted and contribute to the impairment of the 
l. Cole,, Luella,, Psychology of Adolescence, Rinehart and Go. 1 New 
York,, 19421 Chapter VI, passim. 
2. Qf• ~·1 P• 7. 
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school program. 
But an over-all view must be ma.de for considering all areas of 
possible teacher adjustment, as such, these areas will be considered 
in the following chapter. 
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Chapter III 
AREAS FOR CONDITIONIID TEACHER ADJUSTMENT 
Careful selection of training school candidates is imperative if 
schools are to assume places of leadership in society. It is 
essential they should provided they measure up to the momentous and 
vi ta1 task of }lt"oviding worthy guidance for children. Certainly, 
then, it is a grave mistake to place in a classroom. adults who 
cannot, or do not, exemplify those traits of poise, character, and 
personality, that pupils may be inspired to emulate and reflect. 
Because of the influential. position a teacher maintains in the 
eyes of the pupils, and the importance of filling it with the 
type of person who meets the qua1if ications necessary saJ.utarily to 
motivate her group, the most circumspect attention must be given to 
both teacher selection and to the requirements for candidates 
aspiring to enter the profession. 
Recruitment of Teacher Candidates 
Recruitment here implies not only the selection and the 
enlistment of worthy candidates to enter the training schools, 
but also the conditioning of elementary and secondary students to 
understand the purpose, the far-reaching iq:>lications, and extensive 
influence education should have in society. 
Somehow, it seems, the schools have not grasped the significance 
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of this 1 which is not confined to indoctrination for recruiting 
teachers1 but to widening the horizons in all fields and pranoting 
greater respect1 loyalty1 and ccnfidence in the schools. 
Thisjs somewhat confirmed in the statement that: 
Attitudes begin to form at an early age 1 and 
it is important ••• that very young children under-
stand 'Why schools are necessary and what the purposes 
of education are.l 
Responsibility Lies With the TrainfrJg School 
The training school assumes 1 perhaps., the greatest responsibility 
for insuring that the candidates selected will not only be scholast-
ically capable., but meet the qualifications of being conscientious1 
likable1 well-rounded, fair, enthusiastic and perservering. Theirs 
is the responsibility to set up standards of selective procedures 
that will give the greatest assurance for ultimate teaching success. 
Further, the candidate must be oriented into the realities of the 
profession1 for: 
••• If the student is allowed to enter his period 
of professional preparation without an understanding 
of the opportunities and the obligation~ ahead of him1 
both he and the profession will suffer. 
Too often does the teaching profession draw candidates who are 
maladjusted and indecisive respecting their o'Wil careers. Many drift 
1. Metropolitan School Study Council, ~ Newly Appo:inted Teacher1 
P• 9, Bureau of Publications 1 Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, New York1 1950. 
2. ~·1 p. 9. 
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into teachif€ irresolutely and employ the position as an interim 
pending marriage or more lucratively paying positions in other 
fields. 
Qualities for Success in Teaching. Emphasis again must be placed 
first on personal. adjustment as a prime essential. for teaching success. 
This quality is given first place by the "First Conference in 
Preparation of College Teachers" in Chicago, under the auspices of 
the University Council of Education, The six conditions contributing 
to creditable personality, as given are: 
1. emotional control 
2. high level of intellectuality 
3. enthusiasm for major subjects 
4. deep interest in fellow students 
5. imaginative inventiveness 
6. curiosity and drive.l 
Teclmiques for Selecting Students 
In the approved techniques in selecting students for teaching, 
Townsend2 lists, among others, the f ollowi.ng, for insuring 'WOrthy 
training school candidates: 
1. A "critical. score" on entrance exams.should be set and 
students falling below this should be excluded. 
1. News item in The Journal. of Education, 133:26, (January, 1950). 
2. Townsend, Earnest Marion,~The Administration of Students Person-
~Servioes ~ Teacher-Traiiiing Institutions of ~ United 
States, Bureau of PUblioations, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1932, P• 50. 
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2. Candidates should be admitted in order of merit on entrance 
examinations. 
3. An institutionally employed physician should administer 
physical and medical examinations as part of the entrance conditions. 
4. A statement of mental status mould be required for each 
candidate from authorities of his secondary school. 
5. A psychological examination should be given by the teachers 
college. 
6. The score on such an examination should be a factor in 
determining eligibility. 
7. A brief lire history of the applicant should be required. 
8. A competent school history should be required. 
9. Major interests of applicant should be detemined. 
10. A personal interview by a teachers' college staff member 
with the applicant should be recplired. 
ll. A trained personnel interviewer should conduct all intervie'WS. 
12. Applicants should file certificates of good moral character. 
13. Applicants should be admitted in order of merit on all 
entrance conditions, only in proportion to reliable predictions of 
the demand for teachers in the field following graduation. 
14. Practice teaching should be uhder more realistic conditions. 
Training of Teachers Can Be Improvad 
The minimum four-year-training, the single curriculum trend, and 
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an optimum of five or more years or preparation is tending to up-
grade the pt'Ofession. Emphasis should be placed more on general 
education, than on pt"Of'essio:na1 courses, claim forward looking 
educators. Many teachers have been found to be mare subject-matter 
specialists than leaders and exemplars in prepar:ing students for life. 
Teaching methods should be determined by teaching aims, claim 
MacLean and Raushenbush 1, in stressing that account need be taken of 
life situations of students, and there should be recognition: 
••• that students learn in different ways, 
that the aim of education is to help students make 
the most of their particular abilities, to channel 
and extend their drives, to use their present 
convictions and hopes aid interests as a means to 
becane doctors, or social workers, or teachers, 
or secretaries, or business men-to help them 
bring as deep an understanding as possible of 
themselves and of thell- world to the work they 
do.2 
This implies the need for an avid interest in the profession for 
which the students are preparing. It views education realistically, 
and wi. th the student 1 s program entailing more workshop and laboratory 
experience. 
Prospective teachers should then have better understanding of 
children and the community. More opportunity should be provided for 
l. MacLean, Malcolm s. and Esther Raushenbush, "General Education for 
Students," General Education, Fifty-first Yearbook of the Nation-
al Society for the Study of Education, Part I, p. 182, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1952. 
2. Loe. cit. 
--
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observation and contact with children, fort 
It gives the student a chance to link his student 
teaching e~erience with the deeper meaning of 
educational theory. 
That is the pr:illlary value of contact with 
children: its aids in relating theoretical. and 
philosophical aspeits of teaching to the realities 
of the profession. 
In this experience, the student should engage in a1.l the various 
activities constituting the school situations: work with parents, 
community activities, reports, extra-curricular, teachers 1 meetirg s, 
special activities, student advisory and supervisory functions, 
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materials and supplies programming and planning, and teacher committees. 
College Instructors Will be Considered for These Ends. 
The college instructor will work and learn with the student. 
He will be a personnel advisor and resource person. And: 
••• the focus of instruction •••• (will shift) 
from the subject matter to the student ••• the outcome 
of education ••• (will be) evaluated not in terms of 
what the student learns about given situations but 
how he behaves with respect to them •••• 2 
Taylor3 wrote th.at, "The gap between the academic and the per-
sonal must be closed by the union of counseling with learning, 
1. Fl<>11ers, J. G., "Laboratory Experience in Teacher Education," 
~ Journal, 41:295-97 (May, 1952). 
2. NSSE Williamson, E. G., "The Extracurriculum and General. Education," 
General Education, op. cit., p. 231, NSSE. 
3. NSSE Taylor, Harold, "Human Nature and Education," Educational am 
Psychological. Measurement, VIII, Ft. II, 530-39 (Autumn,, 1948),. 
cited by E. G. Williamson, ~., p. 242, NSSE. 
leaming with acting, and acting with kn~." 
Regarding aspects of the training program for considering the 
emotional adjustment of prospective teachers, certain characteristics 
of college instructors, as quoted from Trabue, are cited as f'ollowsa 
1. Inspires students to think f'or themselves 
and to e:xpress their own ideas sincerely. 
2. Is emotionally stable and mature. 
3. Is .friendly, democratic, tolerant, and helpful 
in his relations with students. 
4. Understands the problems most often met by col-
lege students in their work. 
5. His behavior re.fleets h~h ideals. 
6. Takes broad (rather than departmental.) view of 
educational problems. 
7. Leads students to take responsibility for plan-
ning and checking their 011n progress. 
8. Has infectious enthusiasm for teaching that in-
spires students to want to teach. 
9. Has genial personality and sense of humor.l 
It is also recommended that college teachers be well~ound.ed 
w:I.. th a good general education, as well as specialists in their res-
pective areas. And primarily, it is incumbent that college instruct-
ors be: 
••• equipped with lmowledge., understandings., and 
skills in the follow.i.ng major areas: (1) the 
learning process; (2) the role of higher education in 
society; (3) the functions of the college teacher in a 
free society; and methods, materials, and techniques 
1. Trabue, M. R., "Char~cteristics of College Instructmrs Desired by 
Liberal-Arts College-Presidents," Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education Yearbook, pp. 67-74, 1950. 
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of instruction.1 
Probably second in importance only to actual directed classroom 
experiences for the student in education for functional. learnings of 
how to teach, is for the college instructor to teach in the manner that 
his students are subsequently expected to teach. 
In the opinion of lqers aid Williams: 
••• Instruction of prospective teachers mould 
be in harmony with current tendencies in educational. 
method. This is tnue beyond any question of doubt 
because teachers tend to teach as they were taught. 
Young college graduates are prone to repeat the 
lecture-reci tation-cp.iiz cycle in their own teaching,, 
and it is natural that they should ••• Young teachers 
are not likely to use social.ized and individualized 
techniques, nor to apply the principles of guidance 
or sound psychology in their om teaching, unless 
they were taught in that manner. The least the 
teacher-preparing institution can do is to teach the 
prospective teachers as they will be expected to 
teach when they receive their first assighments.2 
ClaiJDing that instructors "contribute to the disillusionment of 
beginning teachers," because they' "tend to give their students an 
idealistic concept of schools and of the profession," Carr' s3 
resolution of the problem is as follows: 
The ideal. solution,, of course, 1'0Uld be to 
create in the student's mind two concepts-one 
1. Blegen, Theodore, c. and Russel M. Cooper (editors), The 
Prepa:ation 2f College Teachers, p. ll8, Washington: A'.iiierican 
Council of Education,, 1950. 
2. Myers, Alonzo F. and Clarence o. Williams, Education in a Democracy, 
P• 41.0, New Yorkz Prentice-Hall, 1942. - -
3. Carr, Alden Jesse, "Must the First Job be a Shock," Joumal of 
Education,, 133:72-4,, (March, 1950). 
of education as it ideally ought tom, and a 
second of education as it actually is ••• To this end 
teacher training institutions might well alter their 
philosophies and som of their practices. 
A new concept of instructors is pictured by Ross1, llho sees them 
in the future as guides, leaders, consultants and resource persons. 
"Often they are members of the group--learning and developing with 
them. Instructors are no longer dictators of curriculum and method. 11 
He furth_er emphasized that instructors must have 
••• real faith that the de100cratic proeess can 
work and work well. They must have faith that 
students can and will identify problems of education 
and teaching. They must have faith that students 
can learn from their own mistakes and false starts.2 
'lhe Intemship Program Contributes to Adjustment 
Intemship in teacher training was introduced as a solution to 
fulfill some of the teacher needs not met otherwise. It may be 
termed a supervised form of induction designed to bridge the gap bet-
ween teacher education and regular teaching. by providing a more 
gradual and natural transition between training schools and 
classrooms. Bishop3 asserts that the difference between practice 
1. Ross, Maurice James, "Preparation for Dynamic Teach~,'' Journal 
of Education, 133:84-86, (March, 1950). 
2. !bid., PP• 85-86. 
3. l3'isiiop, Clifford L., "Activities of Intern Teachers," School and 
Society, 70:68 (July 30, 1949). 
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teaching and internship :J_ies in the ac.tivities in 'Which each group 
engages. He reports of his "Jury" of thirty-six education specialists 
who contribm.ted to a "theoretical vie11pointt1 on internship, paraphrased 
as follows: 
The most important activity of the intern is to plan large areas 
of 1¥0rk in relationship to the whole child. He should participate 
in the extra-curricular activity program; become acquainted with the 
local community and participate in activities. The intern should 
carefully prepare materials to be taught; arrange learning experiences; 
and engage wholeheartedly in the curricular program. He should be 
carefully supervised; make observaticns in many types of school 
situations; and should take part in carefully arranged staff ~etings 
of various types. 
Interns Gradually Assume Full-time Teaching Responsibility 
Bishop advises that: 
••• the most important activities of the intern-
ship are those which broaden and deepen the ideas and 
purposes of the intern.l 
He further admonishes "that it must be made clear that the 
intern is not a student first, but an intern with teaching 
responsibilities."2 
Specialists, reports Bishop, indicated that ten credit hours 
l. Bishop, loc. cit. 
2. Bishop, loc. cit. 
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of work should be devoted to actual teaching; fifteen hours work to 
internship program, and five hours to observation_. This should 
include lunchroom and cafeteria supervision and work in research, 
library, projects, case study, and aJ.l miscellaneous work of the 
regular teachar. 
Alexanderl infers that interns should get gradual competence in 
the teaching activity, both intensively and extensively; gradually 
take over the teaching job as experience is gained. He agrees with 
Bishop that the student should participate in all school and teacher 
activities and visit teachers at all levels. 
Perhaps no one single phase of the training program can 
contribute more to potential adjustment; preclude misconceptions; 
and provide for harmonious induction of new teachers than an effect-
ively operating internship program, because it provides for graduaJ. 
assumption of responsibilities and largely precludes subsequent 
frustrations. 
Internship !.!_Orientation !£!: Adjustment. 
The internship program is designed to cushion the trans:\,tion 
shock from laboratory school to employing school for the beginning 
teacher. Its program of gradual induction into teaching 
1. Alexander, William M. and Gray Hill, "An Internship Program in 
Teacher Education," Educational Leadership, 7t92-96 (November, 
1949). 
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responsibilities, according to Bishop, it to 
••• assist teachers gain independence in ability 
in natural and normal school situations under 
competent superVision ••• and to provide gradual 
induction tnto teaching through practical develop-
ment of skills 1 understandings and processes essential 
to teaching .1 
Burge2 calls internship "An improved form of practice teachingn 
and well it may be 1 if 1 when established, the program provides 
opportunity for the novice to take her place in the aystem, gain 
competence and self-sufficiency, and gradually assume regular 
professional responsibilities. 
This is a period for building up proficiency and confidence; for 
acquiring skills, responsibilities and efficient teaching habits. 
Student teaching has certain limi. tations because time cannot be 
provided for the student to gain experience in all fields of profes-
sional activities such as teacher conunittee work, parent-teacher 
conferences, community services, extra-curricular duties, teachers' 
meetings, counselling and workshop programs. 
On the other hand, the internship program, 'Which some teacher 
training institutions are able to set up through cooperation with 
schools, serves to augment a need by providing for more discriminate 
placement, follow-up activities and consultation services. 
l. 
2. 
Bishop, Clifford L., "The Purpose of Teacher Internship," Education, 
Administration and Supervision, 34:35-43, (January 1 1948 ) • 
Burge, ~· ill• 
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The above is premised on Townsend's statement that: "No teacher 
just out of teachers college is a finished product. 111 
Addicott confirms this in his statement that: 
The supervisory load of training institutions is 
so great at present that adequate supervision of the 
student is impossible. Many college supervisors do not 
have sufficient teachi~ or administrative background 
now do they take time out from their colleg~ supervision work 
to keep up-to-date in realistic situations. 
There is probably little doubt of the efficacy of an on-going 
internship program. However, the machinery set-up for reorganizing 
and affecting such a program often calls for the surmounting of' many 
intricate problems before it can be put into motion. 
Selection and Placement of Teachers 
Problems of Selection 
The current problem of select:ing teachers is intensified as 
demand exceeds the supply in the elementary grades. As long as this 
demand is responsible for maintaining attractive salaries, the 
necessity of employing poorly trained teachers, including many of the 
traditionally-trained ones emerg:ing from retirement, will pose a 
problem. 
1. T019l1Send, ..2£• cit., p. 12. 
2. .Addicott, J; Robert, "Pre-service Supervision with Compared 
Similarities to In-service Supervision on the Part of the 
Principal," in Meeting the Challenge of the ~ Teacher, Twenty-
second Yearbook, Cal.ifoniia Elementary School Administrators' 
Association, 19.50, PP• 8-11. 
Selection in small communities is even more disturbing,, due 
usually to lower salaries,, less-competent administrators,, and pressure 
to employ poorly-qualified teacher residents. Limited public relations 
program facilities precludes public enlightenment to produce improve-
ment. 
Though it is not agreed 1Vha.t qualities insure success in teaching 
most authorities are in accord that discriminating teacher selection 
is vital to the success of the instructional program. 
Reeder affirms that: 
Of the multifarious,, varied,, and difficult tasks 
of administrating the schools there is none wl:x>se proper 
performance begets greater benefits for those for 
whom the school exists-namely the pupils--than the 
selection of competent teaching personnel ••• The teacher 
primarily determines whether the school 'Will be efficient 
or inefficient.l 
And Myers,, et al l'lI'Ote that " ••• belief is gaining headway that a 
careful selection of candidates is one of the most important steps 
in the education of teachers."2 
Many methods have been in use for selecting teachers,, which 
include records, tests, and personal interviews. None insure that the 
candidate selected on the basis of meeting the standards in any of 
these methods insure success. There is one, however, which all agree,, 
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most often predicts competence in teaching: that is emotional stability: 
1. Reeder,, Ward G.,, "The Fundamentals of Public School Administration",, 
P• 115,, New York,, Macmillan Co.,, 1941. 
2. Myers,, et. al. 1...2£• ill•,, P• 403. 
It n ••• is ••• a very important factor in teaching success and if 
carefully determined beforehand will prevent many difficulties and 
conflicts durir.g periods of service."1 
The factor of personality, 'Which mq be interpreted to include 
emotional stability, is also given emphasis as important to success, 
for, say Lee and Lee: "• •• the superior teacher has more of the tender 
feeling, more amusement, more curiosity, greater creativeness, and 
better emotional stability. 112 
In a survey reported by Stroh, et. ,!!.3 in reply to the question, 
lt'Wha.t factors should guide employers in teacher selection?", personal-
ity factors ranked first. Stroh puts stress on the use of the 
interview to discover personality factors aid states that: 
Because of the importance given ;eersonality factors 
by nearly all studies and by votes of teachers, it is 
obvious that the interview should be an important deter-
mining factor. It should attempt to discover candidates' 
social and professional adaptability. It should estimate 
the degree of her magnetism; it should probe her interest 
and her participation in community life. It should seek 
to determine whether she has a sense of hJ11110r, It should 
evaluate her habits of verbal e.xpression.U 
1. Moehlman, Arthur B., School Administration, Houghton Mifflin Co., 
New York, 1940, p. 393. 
2. Lee, J. Murray and Dorris Mq, The Child and His Curriculum, 
PP• 99-100, D. Appleton-Century ;-Rew York, 1940. 
3. Stroh, Margaret, (chairman), Ida A. Jewett and Vera M. Butler, 
Better Selection .2f Better Teachers, Delta Kappa Gamma Society, 
(sponsors), Washington, D. c., 1943, p. 27. 
4. ~·, P• 103. 
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other important factors reported by the study in teacher selection 
included scholarship, health, freedom from defects of speech, vision, 
and hearing, "recanmendations by fellow educators and persons from 
the community, and the testimony of parents. 01 
:Myers and Williams support the belief of the importance of 
personality with the adjunct that: "All a.re convinced that the 
personality of the teacher is of prime importance in the classroom. 112 
The twenty-eighth yearbook of the American Association of School 
Administrators holds that: 
The criterion for employees can be put in the form 
of a question: Does this candidate fo:r a posi ti.on have 
those characteristics that will make him a worthy rep-
resentative of the school system in the eyes of the 
people of this conmunity?3 
It is implied that the most successful teacher, therefore, is the 
one whose conduct and personality is exemplary of maturity and self-
sufficiency.· For the "work of the teacher and principal are alwqs 
on exhibition, observed by hundreds of eyes."4 and: 
l.· 
2. 
3. 
The position involves the strain of producing 
effects upon others, not only through the use of 
specific methodologies, but also
5
through the exten-
sion of the teacher personality. 
Loe. cit. 
- - 'W Myers and illiams, 2£• cit., P• J86. 
AAS.A Public Relations for-Imerica's Schools, Twenty-eighth 
Yearbook, American Association of School AdJ'.llinistrators, Depart-
ment of the NEA, 1950, p. 108. 
4. Moehlman, !?£• .£!!., P• 392. 
5. ~· cit. 
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The titOO given to careful investigation of every facet of the 
applicant's background w.i th respect to the demands of a particular 
school, and the conditions in the school and the community, can 
hardly be considered wasted. 
It has been pointed out that the two overlapping factors t 
emotional stability and personality are essential ones to look for in 
selecting teachers. 
Teachers are more easily employed than discharged. One mal-
adjusted teacher can disrupt the tenor of the whole staff; her 
harmful effect on pupils is difficult to assess. 
Furthermore, utilizing the last resort of discharging a teacher 
to eradicate an unfavorable situation may of ten "backfire" and 
leave deep scars for a long time to come. 
Proper Placement Contributes to Adjustment. 
Good placement of teachers implies that the right person was 
selected for the position involved. Yet placement is considered a 
continuous process and calls for much skill and leadership on the 
part of the supervisors an:i principal. 
~onsidered from the standpoints of benefits to both the school 
and the teacher, proper placement insures that the full interest and 
talents of the teacher are put at the disposal of the school. It 
further insures her of personal satisfactions in that position. 
And yet, as Wiles states in this respect: 
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Proper placement may involve shifting a teacher 
from one position to another until he is located in 
the spot where he can make the maximum contribution. 
Shift:ing should not be considered as mald.ng special 
allowances for the weaknesses of staff members, nor 
should it be used as a disciplinary device. Rather, 
changing the responsibilities of staff members would 
be looked upon as fll attempt to make the best possible 
use of his skills • 
In consideration of the teacher's morale and adjustment, Reeder2 
:cecommends that the teachers should be employed to "fit the position 
rather than to attempt to make the position fi.D the teacher," 
because t he n ••• should be placed in the proper school and given the 
type of work which w.i.11 help him to succeed." 
So it is expedient for the teacher to assume responsibilities 
closely related to her specific interests and abilities and to 
initiate her o'Wl'l resources in the prosecution of school responsibil-
ities, thus a step in affecting good morale and "WOrk satisfactions, 
through participation, will have been attained. 
The Problem of Initial Service Training 
Preliminary problems of planning the induction program for the 
beginning teacher or teacher new to the system involve first, deter-
mining the type of program, in light of teacher needs through a 
l. Wiles, Kimball, Supervision for Better Schools, New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19SO, :w717-1B. -
2. Reeder, Ward G., The Fundamentals of School Administration, 
New York: Macmillan Co., 1941, pp. 138. 
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study of the teacher 1 s background and personal interviews, and 
secondly, in light of the school's philosophy and policies and 
community considerations. 
Organization and Preparation 
The time element is an early consideration in organizing. Some 
schools begin their induction program at the time the applicant is 
considered for appointment. Others carry on a type of cont:inuous 
program, beginning with guidance in the high school; recruiting 
teacher candidates and arranging for the aspirant 1 s actual 
classroom experiences which precludes vocational selection and 
training. In some school systems the program is short, lasting oncy-
a day and including the older as well as the new teachers• Others 
have no program, or only an opening meeting. 
Much depends upon the experiences of tm teachers, the actual 
turnover, interest of the community, administrative interest and 
concern, size of school, school and comnnmity problems, and the 
needs of the teachers. 
Over-enthusiasm in laying out an extensive orientation program 
may defeat the purpose. Consequent monotony and languor on the part 
of the instructees, is cautioned. The functional success of the 
program and the needs it is designed to meet may be killed by not 
keeping within maximum and minimul bounds. 
Furthermore, a decision respecting the di vision of the program 
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for pre-school induction, subsequent in-service and supervisory 
procedures should be mapped out in light of (l} evaluation of 
fol'lll.er programs, and (2} the needs of the teachers concerned. 
In considering the organizational features, the matter of 
personnel available and involved in the actual workshops and con-
ferences will entail imrestigation, personal solicitation, and 
cooperation. 
In this regard a study of the functional features of programs, 
'Which e::xperience in other schools have shown to be the most 
effective, need to be considered. For instance it has been sh:>wn 
that: "The highest value was attached to those practices which 
bring the new teacher and other staff members together in a person-
to-person or small group relationship.ul 
O! paramount importance is the setting up of aims of the 
induction program: 'What is the purpose of the orientation? Is it 
an attempt to build public confidence by affecting to conduct a 
progressive educational program? Or, better,, is it a well-thought-
out,, well-planned outline of effort based on predetermined needs 
and e::xperience of this and other schools designed for the purpose 
of (1) building personal security of the new teachers, and (2) develop-
ing prof essionaJ. competence in these teachers? 
1. Metro:politan School Study Council,, The Newq Appointed Teacher, 
2E.• ~ ... p. 44. 
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Since, as it has been shown, that competence follows largely 
from personal security, then the essence of the program, "WOuld seem 
to require emphasis on this area. 'this presupposes attention to 
psychological needs, to satisfactions-physical, integrative, and 
social. 
The program will consider how the new teacher's adjustment for 
security, for belongingness, for being wanted, can best be resolved; 
how the new teacher can best obtain help from the supervisor or 
administrator; and how knowledge of the conditions of employment can 
best be handled. All the multifarious duties indigenous to the 
system mst be translated to the teacher "IVitb.out long wearisome 
meetings of explanation, and without attendant dangers of overlooking 
important topics. 
A further consideration is that of the problem of involving the 
community into the program for the purpose of instituting reciprocal 
acquaintanceships; bringing resources of the community to the 
teachers' attention; and interesting the community in the problems 
~d needs of the teachers. The new teacher will need to build 
confidence, for: 
••• New people, new types of students, and new 
working conditions require new patterns of relationships 
and operations.l 
Older teachers can be initiated into the program and contribute 
w 1. ilea, ~· ~., p. 218. 
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to its success. In so doing, they will be made to feel the importance 
of their contributions• 
The above is an overview of the phases involving consideration 
for the organizing of the orientation program, and the nucleus of the 
problem about which this paper is written. 
The foregoing discussion was included only to shOW' its relation-
ship to the overall context. It will be dealt wi. th more thoroughly in 
the succeeding chapter. 
In-service Training and Follow-up Activities 
Induction is but the beginning of a continuing process to 
promote and sustain teacher growth and adequacy. But it is one in 
which certain principles by the principal or supervisor must be well 
founded: Teachers must acquire security 1 belief in their own compe-
tence; certainty that admissions of not 1mowing how are not inter-
preted as admissions of ignorance. Democracy, rapport and reciprocal 
confidences must be felt if the program of continued growth is to 
be achieved. 
Keynote of follow-up is the pursuance of a purposeful and planned 
program. It must be flexible in order to face and resolve problems 
as they occur 1 yet it must not be haphazard. Cooperation, planning 
together and participation by the group is important to the success of 
the program. Both supervisor and teacher have concepts of growll\; 
and learning together. In Wile's words: "Any faculty needs to feel 
that it is a unit, that it is a team working for a common purpose."1 
Both teachers and supervisors will consider the direction they 
are taking, and assess their needs in tenns of it. Because of the 
diversity of the types of needs, inservice and supervision will take 
many .fonns. The improvement of personnel relations, adjustment, 
encouragement, morale, security or adequacy is paramount and basic to 
growth in other areas. 
The importance of planning of work by the new teacher is empha-
sized by the Metropolitan School Study Council. In its words: 
••• He needs help in organizing a series of class 
activities so planned that they will be integrated toward 
a clearly visioned goal, so flexible that _they will per-
mit the largest possible measure of pupil initiative and 
individuality, and yet so definite that they will not 
wander into unprofitable byways. A predetermined formula 
for the preparation of such plans ms.v result in sterile 
uniformity. The planning and procedure vdll be as in-
finitely varied as are school conditions, teacher person-
alities, pupil interests and abilities, and environmental 
opportunities.2 
In emphasizing that "The administration and supervision of a 
good elementary school creates an atmosphere conducive to democratic 
living," the National Council of State Consultants in Elementary 
Education list the following "efforts to make the schools rescurces 
in democratic living for the community. Therefore: 
1. Wiles, ££• cit., p. 223. 
2. Metropolitan School Study Council, ££• ill•' p. Z7. 
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Effort is directed toward the improvement of living and 
learning in the classrooms. 
Professional leadership is provided the school personnel 
and community. 
Supervisors serve as resource persons to the teachers. 
The teachers participate in the planning that affects 
their welfare. 
The strengths of each teacher are utilized in making assign-
ments or responsibilities. 
Opportunities are provided for the continuous growth and 
development of teachers as individuals, as members of the 
profession, and as socially-sensitive participants in the 
life of the community. 
Provision is made for furthering the teacher 1 s understandings 
of the growth and development of boys and girls. 
Provision is made to further the teacher's understanding 
of the purposes of education in a democratic society. 
Resources are built in the teachers 'Which help them to inter-
pret the educational program to the public. 
Opportunities are provided for the teachers to plan a con-
tinuous professional program which contributes to the growth 
of the school personnel. 
Democratic group processes are used in attacking common 
problems.l 
In summary then, it may be emphasized that in-service training, 
follow-up activities and/or supervision are best developed as a 
teacher-administrator participating program designed to help the 
1. National Council of State Consultants in Elementary Education, 
Planning for .America'! Children, p. 13, Office of Education, 
Federal Security Agency, Washington 25, D. c., 19.50. 
teachers with their problems for promoting greater teacher growth, 
competence and adequacy. 
The beg:inning teacher will require a decreasing amount of super-
vision with increasing sld.lls and security. 
Particularly will the teacher understand the reasoning in decis-
ions, if not indeed to participate in them. This implies she will be 
well-grounded in the philosophy of the school. 
The function of supervision will be to guide, direct, and help 
the teacher When requested, implying, of course, that such rapport 
will exist that the teacrer will feel free to request, and welcome 
supervisory ¥1sistance. 
No apparent caste should exist in teacher-supervisor relationships. 
Teachers should be requested to suggest and criticize and organize 
for affecting improvements in the program, and cooperate in evaluating 
its success and weaknesses. 
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Chapter IV 
ORIENTATION AND INDUCTION OF NEW TEACHERS 
Introduction 
It has been said that the only sure thing in this world is 
change. Indeed there have been many veritable references to this 
maxim. It both substantiates and presupposes versatility in human 
nature. Every new experience requires some degree of conformity or 
adaptation. Individuals meet new situations in many ways. Some are 
novel and creative; others staid and commonplace. A few are unable 
to make satisfactory adaptations and a period of frustration degelops. 
The blockir\; of a drive., according to Colel produces this basic 
emotional eJCt)erience~an interval of frustration--"because the desires 
of the ego have been thwarted." Cole further affirms that: 
People differ from one another a good deal in 
their ability to withstand the pressure of their frustra-
tions and in their ability to find a substitute mean~ of 
satisfaction when the more obvious ones are blocked. 
The first dqs of school., ho less., present trying problems as a 
test to the new teacher. In this respect Wiles states that: 
••• Even though the teacher has been success-
ful in a previous job., he always has a question in his 
1. Cole, 2E• cit • ., p. 87. 
2. .!e£• cit. 
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mind about being able to achieve the same success in the 
new job. New people, new types of students, and new work-
ing conditions require new patterns of relationships and 
operations.l 
Four areas of conditioning for adjustment have been considered 
in the previous chapter, namely: pre-service training; selection 
and placement; initial service training; and inservice and follow-
up. 'l'he period of initial service is considered the most critical 
and most threatening to the equanimity of the teacher.,, for here it 
is that doubts and fears are found to be most prevalent, particularly, 
when preliminary steps have not been taken to allay such doubts. It 
is a period when frustrations are apt to be most besetting, therefore 
the period of initial service training offers opportunity far 
anticipating conditions contributing to than. and for orienting to 
prevent them. 
Orienting the teacher by acceptance of him.,, providing for 
adequate living facilities, encouragement.,, and insuring successful 
accomplishments in his initial efforts, effer possibilities which will 
be rewarding in efficiency and competence. 
For despite childhood origins of possible maladjustments in 
teachers.,, it is hypothesized that organizing for the purpose of 
fulfilling teacher needs will not only contribute to morale.,, but 
advance notably the function of the school program. 
l. Wiles, .2£• ~ • .,, p. 218. 
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The orientation program mu.st necessarily be adapted to the 
individual school, to the community and to the needs of the teacher. 
It is therefore difficult to set down a rule-of-thumb for every 
exigency, but there are approved practices which are to be considered 
here in planning and executing a functional orientation and induction 
program for the new teacher, or teacher new to the system. 
Moehlman terms " ••• initial adjustment to a new environment the 
most critical period in determining success or failure. 111 
So, the tenor of this paper points to the orientation and follow-
up program as contributory to the realization of intrinsic satisfac-
tions by the teacher which are essential to his success personally~ 
and more important-as self-sufficiency flowers, to inspire and 
encourage his proteges; to work in harmony with colleagues; and to 
ma:intain competence and a professional spirit. 
Effective induction determines whether a new teacher will move 
into her new setting with conf'idenee, assurance, and a plan, or 
whether her work 'Will be initiated in trepidation and desultorily, 
resulting in inefficiency, and disillusionment on her part, and 
misgivings on the part of her pupils and associates. 
The importance of a beginning teacher's orientation is iterated 
by Boath, who writes that 11 ••• upon it depends the pattern of conduct 
1. Moehlman, Arthur B., School Administration, p. 396, New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 191i0. 
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which will doubtless be established in his classroom for many years to 
cane.nl 
And Fox avers that: "Often success or failure in teaching can 
be traced to the understandings and attitudes developed during the 
first days in the classroom. tt 2 
The orientation program is most effective as a cooperative 
undertaking, planned and directed by both administration and staff 
~~mbers, and involving community resources and resource persons) 
Further, its efficacy is determined by careful planning--planning 
formulated before appointments are made for the ensuing year, and, 
with regard to turnover, experience, and -cype of teachers to be 
employed. 
It is imperative that staff participation, if not responsibj].ity, 
be involved, if such criticisms as related by Babcoc~ are to be 
obviated. He reports of new teachers being discriminated against 
by getting the odd cl.asses, the heaviest teaching loads, extra duties, 
and poorest books and materials. 
L. Boath, Miriam B., "Helping the Beginning Teacher," Education, 
Administration and Supervision, 31:53-6o, (January, 1945). 
2. Fox, et • .!!_., .2.E.• ~., p. 172. . 
3. Metropolitan School Study Council, .2£• .£!!., p. 33. 
4. Babcock, Chester D., "Who's the Goat? The New Teacher, of 
Course 111 , Clearing House, 24:547-9 (May, 1950). 
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To employ the democratic spirit and to encourage interest by 
participation, some of the more modem-thinking educators advocate, 
and go so far as to encourage, teacher participation in selecting 
candidates to fill teacher vacancies. Such a procedure, it is claimed, 
contributes to functional democracy, establishes staff responsibility 
for teacher success, and increases interest and adequacy. On the 
other hand, those opposed argue that such a course encroaches on and 
interferes with responsibilities for which administrators are 
trained and responsible. 
Broadl proposes four areas of exploration to be considered in 
planning the orientation program: (1) the local district, which, in 
brief,, is included the industrial life of the community, and its 
civic life; (2) the school system which includes philosophy and 
policies and school services such as health, guidance clinics, 
inwservice,, curriculum laboratories and like areas; (3) personal 
services to the teacher include housing, credit unions, professional 
assignments, retirement, sick leaves, insurance and salary schedules; 
and (4) departmental areas in 'Which is grouped curriculum guides, 
tests, books, equipment, registrations, records, and like functions. 
Investigating Teacher Backgrounds 
The information gathered about a teacher at the time that 
1. Broad, George R., "Orienting New Teachers," National Association 
!!!. Second.ary School Principals' Bulletin, 34:67-72, (November, 
1950). 
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selections are being detennined and considered should be useful in 
aiding orientation. For obviously the program will be more effective 
by functioning to actually meet needs of the new teachers as they are 
personally felt. 
Inf onnation about the appointee may be obtained from his creden-
tials and personal interviews. Such information should include 
training; including extent, activities, subjects, and philosophy of 
the training school from which the trainee was graduated. Information 
should be had on experiences, both professional and non-prefessionaJ.; 
interest, hobbies and special abilities; character and personality. 
Attention may well be given to the trainee 1 s biases, prejudices, 
likes and dislikes, and inclinations by the discerning interviewer. 
All information assists in meeting individual needs; efficiently 
assigning the teacher and ultimately contributing toward the success 
of the school program. 
Teachers' Problems in Getting Started 
Problems involved in the adjustment of the new teacher are varied 
and arise partly as a result of the background of training which 
Kyte1 divides into three categories: (1) those resulting from 
training by the institution and which have increased the teacher's 
cultural background; (2) those resulting from professional college 
1. Kyte, 2£• ~., P• 350. 
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preparation; (3) and those backed by experiences outside the class-
room such as extracurricular activities, athletic participation, 
social aspects, special interests, student government, and remunerative 
employment. 
Backgrounds modify adjustment and effect the problems which are 
nucleated in the lack of knowledge of situations involving the school, 
the collDllunity, and the pupils. For, writes ~iles, "A new employee must 
l have complete knowledge of the conditions of his employment." What 
teachers want to know, according to Wiles are the length of the school 
day; time of expected arrival at, and departure from school; special 
services; when to expect salary check; requirements; the record 
system; specifics regarding duties--amount of work to be done, what 
is expected and when.2 
Fox classifies the individual teacher's problems as five object-
ives to be met: 
1. 
2. 
To acquaint the new teacher with school organization 
and policy. 
1'o acquaint him with his general and specific duties 
and responsibilities. 
To acquaint him with information about the students. 
To inform him of equipment, materials, and facilities. 
To aid him in his out-of-school adjustment (housing, 
recreational activities, social activities).3 
Then, too, problems of the beginning teacher are peculiar to the 
school system from which they arise. They may be divided into those 
1. Wiles, 2e• cit., p. 3. 
2. Ibid., PP• 210-17. 
3. Fox, ££• cit., p. 173. 
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of (1) personal and (2) professional nature. '.l.'he first include 
those for obtaining satisfactory living qiarters and meeting social 
and recreational. needs. '.L'he second, as previously stated, pertains 
to the profession and school. 
In reply to their question: "What are the major emphases of an 
effective induction program for teachers?tt writers of the Newl:l 
Appointed Teacher consider two: 
(1) ••• of security and emotional adjustment, and 
(2) probiems of professional and technical development. 
It is conceded that these two areas are mutually 
exclusive, since each involves the other; lack of 
teaching competence leads to feelings of insecurity 
and unrest; and, in turn, emotional insecurity ~ be 
the cause of teacher failure.l 
If security can be augmented tlrough knowledge and understanding 
by teachers respecting the school and conununity, or which competence 
of teachers is thereby increased, then the overcoming of the 
problems inherent in a new school, as suggested by Aiken2, would 
seem to be imperative for the achievement of teaching efficiency. He 
suggests that teachers understand about: school organization and 
policy; location of materials and equipment; the function of the school 
in the community; use of materials of instruction; record keeping, 
making out school forms; location of satisfactory living quarters; 
l. Metropolitan School Study Council, The Newiy Appointed Teacher, 
p. 2, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University 
New York, 1950. 
2. Aiken, ~· £!1•, P• 137. 
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and something of the philosophy of the school. 
From Shepherd1 other problems are to be mferred, which include 
those pertaining to the transition from "ideal" laboratory school 
conditions to the typical classroom. Often in his new school the 
teacher loses his identity; is dependent upon his own resource~; 
must sometimes face the superior attitude of mare experienced teachers 
with attendant competitions and professional jealousies. He must, 
often for the first time, meet parents, resolve situations, and be 
confronted with pressures respecting his personal and social 
activities. 
He may be imposed on by the principal or other teachers 'Wi. th 
overloading, extra duties, getting the poorest room, materials or 
equipment, besides adapting to living standards permitted by the 
lowest salary. 
Concerning teachers' problems, Mann suggests that encouragelllEllt 
and suggestions help. She -writes that 
Some young teachers, eager to learn more about how 
children learn the basic skills, welcome demonstrations in 
this field. Others want to enrich the program for their 
classes but do not lmow how to proceed with introducing 
their children to choral speaking, original poetry, 
l. Sheppard, Donald, "Problems of the Beginning Teacher," pp. 4-7, 
Meeting the Challenge of the New Teacher, Twenty-8econd Yearbook, 
California Elementary School Administrators' Association, 
1950. 
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informal. dramatics, or painting a mural.1 
In a questionnaire to discover specific objectives, Gerbner2 
reports that teachers wanted the following from an induction program: 
more familiarity w.i.th the central office; more adjustment to the 
conununity; resolving of hous:ing and transportation problems; an 
effective way to "break in" and meet collegues and superiors; to 
become better oriented to policies and programs of the system; 
opportunity of participation in policies; familiarity with central 
office persormel; help in new teaching assignments; and a chance to 
get together with principals and- department heads for some "undisturbed 
plarming". 
Procedures of the Orientation Program 
Induction procedures are most effective which fulfill teacher 
needs and inspire maxim.um interest and effort. Therefore, the new 
teacher must feel wanted and have a sense of belongingness. He must 
feel secure not oncy by having a satisfactory place to live, but :in 
his social relations and in the feeling of adequacy for satisfactorily 
doing the job. He should gain a feel:ing of pride and identification 
with progress and success of the school program. 
l. Mann, Geraldine J., 11Beg:inners Need More Than Luck," Education 
Digest, 17:10-ll (March, 1952). 
2. Gerbner, George, "Time out for Planning," in Meeting the Challenge 
2f ~ !!!! Teacher, op. cit., p. 12, California Elementary School 
Administrator's Association. 
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Practices are best developed in a spirit of cordiality and in 
participation by the group. Mutual cooperation and mutual responsi-
bility should be the gui~ spirit. 
The new teacher must gain a feeling of mutaal sharing, confidences 
and equality with her colleagues, principal and supervisor. She 
must not be made to feel that she is an automaton to carry out the 
thinld.ng of superiors, but must, with the staff, recognize and 
face problems in the school, and contribute to their resolution. Not 
only should her status be established within the school, but it should 
extend into the community among patrons and parents. ·with the 
establishment of friendly relations comes sharing of community 
problems and responsibilities, not only respecting the school, but in 
civic, social, recreational and religious life. For in the Metro-
poli tan Study Council 1 s interpretation: 
The professional success and development of the new 
teacher is the joint responsibility of the principal, of the 
superintendent, of the teacher himself, and of the coJDillllll-
ity. His progress must not be the outcome of haphazard 
chance, and of trial and. error; it must be directed and 
aided through carefully plarmed procedures.l 
Successful teacher orientation programs follow somewhat a three-
part plan of 'Which Hazel Prehm.2 reports. It includes procedures 
relative to (1) appointment; (2) procedures before school opens; and 
1. Metropolitan School Study Co1lllcil, .2E.• ~., p. 22. 
2. Prehm, Hazel, "The New Teacher-The School Staff Can Help Him," 
NEA Journal, 39:936-7 (September, 19.50). 
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the (3) pre-service program. 
Respecting the first two appointment considerations are given to 
placement; letters of welcome and invitations; living quarters and 
hotices of assignment; informationaj.. materials; and questions to be 
answered regarding facts respecting the grade position; areas in 
'Which is grouped: curriculum guides, tests, books, equipment, 
registration procedures, records, promotions, and like functions. 
Planning the Orientation Program 
The orientation program should be considered as fluid for the 
purpose of adapting to needs of teachers as they are revealed. It 
should be flexible in order to adapt to chang:ing conditions and 
demands of the carununi ty and the administration. Tiie program should 
be conceived as improving from year to year in accordance as 
l 
evaluations indicate areas and needs. 
Gerbner reports on a pre-school planning week, with pay, in 
which questionnaires were sent out by local school-interested 
cooperative groups to discover ttspecific objectives". 
11The results showed even greater need than had been anticipated. "l 
Reveal:ing was the fact tha"t: 
The satisfaction of belonging and of active 
participation in the formulation of policies was perhaps 
the most strikingly unanimous impression voiced by 
1. Gerber, George, "Time out for Planning," California School 
Administrators' Association, ~· ill•, P• 12. 
all teachers at the evaluation session.1 
The program is most effective when planned and executed co-
operatively. This includes participation of the school staff, 
community resource persons and organizations, as 11ell as the 
administration • 
.ls each year's orientation program goes into operation, past 
experiences will contribute to the effectiveness of the current one. 
Evaluations through conferences and questionnaires will help to 
establish the extent that needs of new teachers are met. The 
efficiency and adjustment of teachers will help to appraise past 
programs. And in this it is necessary to evaluate those areas of 
the ~nduction program that function to fulfill the aims directed 
toward ultimate teacher improvement. 
However, the needs of the teacher must be kept uppermost if the 
purpose of orientation is to be achieved. Relationships must be 
cordial. The new teacher must gain security in confidence and 
status as well as in employment. She must be secure in living 
accommodations and social relationships. 
Tate summarizes his investigation and concludes that: 
Much of the induction program might well be centered 
in individual and new teacher group conferences. Problems 
of the new teacher might well receive much individual 
l. ~., P• 13. 
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attention from superintendent or supervisor.1 
CUrriculum consultant, Esser of the Stockton California Schools 
summarizes "certain guide lines for improving the program ••• " of 
' induction which 11have emerged out of their first evaluation," as 
follows: 
1. Select for the induction program only those ex-
periences which are highly crucial to the teacher 
in getting started. Leave other items for inservice 
tra:ining covering a longer period of time. 
2. Help teachers as much as possible through direct 
experience, and avoid long speeches on the part 
of leaders. 
3. Help teachers settle most. of their personal in-
securities before induction meetings. The answers 
to questions such as "In 'What building am I· going 
to teach?" "What grade shall I have?" UWho is 
the principal?" "Where can I find housing?" 
"Where am I on the salary schedule?" "How can I 
advance my professional rating?" -these and matters 
dealing with employment procedures should be settled 
with applicants at the time they are hired. These 
matters once out of the way, teachers enter into 
induction enterprises with greater profit to 
th.em.selves and the group as a 'Whole. 
4. Broaden the base of participation to include, in 
addition to members of the administrative staff, 
any person Wio can assist the new teachers speedily· 
to know their way around in the school department 
and community. Principals, experienced teachers, 
members of the administrative staff and key lay 
1. Tate, M. w., "Induction of Elementary School Teachers~" Education 
Administration and Supervision, 28:382-86, (Ma¥, 1942J. 
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people in the community should 'WOrk together 
toward this common purpose.l 
It should not be overlooked that the "most important need of 
the beginning teacher is a feelill?; of security."2 In light of this 
the Metropolitan School Study Council advises that during the 
preliminary plaming period, arrangements will be made to "insure 
for every new teacher the following": 
1. Some assistance with such personal problems as 
obtaining living quarters and making social contacts 
within the community. 
2. An introduction to the social, spiritual, and 
cultural resources of the community. 
3. An understanding of the policies and procedures 
of the school system and of the school to which he is 
assigned. 
4. Adequate knowledge of this special assignment 
and special duties. 
5. Acquaintance with the instructional materials 
and facilities with 'Which he will be working. 
6. Knowledge of his rights and responsibilities as 
a teacher within the school system; opportunities for 
professional advancement; requirements for advanced 
status on salary schedule; tenure and pension rights, 
etc.3 
1. Esser, Edwards., "Developing an Induction Program in the Stockton 
Schools," California Elementary School Administrators' Associa-
tion, 2.E• ill•.t p. 57-60. 
2. Metropolitan School Study Council, .2E.• cit., p. 7. 
3. Ibid., PP• 13-14. 
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In planning, then, the types of meetings or activities, which 
most effectively meet the needs of the beginning teachers, should 
be given priority consideration. 
Ingebritson,l in summarily reporting on information received 
from 199 California schools respect~ beginning teacher induction, 
sixty-eight percent of 'Which had formal induction programs 1 shows 
in the survey that individuaJ. teacher conferences ranked first in 
frequency or responses. Institute-workshop was second; group 
grade meetings third; and speakers 1 tenth and last. 
His report of discussion topics validates preference by teachers 
for those of functionaJ. nature. For example: School philosophy 
ranked first; rules and regulations, second; parent conferences, 
third; and public relations, fourth. 
His summary report appraisal of beginning teachers, which 
corroborates their expressions of needs is worth reporting: 
l. Ingebritson,. K. I~, "The Induction of Beginning Teachers,tt 
p. 2.3-26, California School Administrators' Association, Meeting 
the Challenge of the New Teacher, Twenty-second Yearbook, 1950. 
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APPRAISALS OF INDUCTION PROGRAMS BY 
BEGINNING TE.ACHERSl 
This summary reports beginning teachers 1 appraisals of induction 
programs in eight school systems. The appraisals were obtained 
through the use of evaluation sheets and interviews in three systems. 
In two systems only the evaluation sheets were used; and in the 
remaining three appraisals were secured through conferences with 
staff members. 
Aspects of the Induction Program Considered 
Most Helpful 
Those concerned w.L th t Evaluation sheet 
Interview 
Personnel relationships 44 
Organization of the Program 27 
Information through tours 26 
Curriculum 24 
Materials of instruction 22 
Information about the system 6 
Types of Meetings Considered Most Effective 
Types: 
Small groups 
General sessions 
Building faculty meet~s 
General faculty meetings 
49 
3 
3 
0 
Number of 
Responses 
17 
0 
8 
2 
4 
l 
11 
2 
0 
2 
Questions Still Unanswered After the Induction Program 
Those pertaining to: 
Information about the school 
system 16 
Pupil personnel 10 
Instruction 4 
3 
2 
2 
Suggestions and Recommendations for Future Induction Programs 
No suggestions offered 
Suggested no change 
l. .Q.2. cit., p. 26. 
13 
4 
0 
0 
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Those pertaining to: 
More time in assigned 
classrooms l3 12 
Better organization of 
meetings 12 1.5 
Better grouping of 
personnel .5 7 
Tours 4 0 
Less lecturing 3 l 
More information 2 9 
The question will come up as to what extent has the school 
responsibility in meeting all teacher needs--psychological, biological, 
social, and economic. '.Che answer seems to reside in good human 
relations, and in helping the teacher to divert the energy of 
primitive drives into that which is socially and ethically on a 
higher plane. Again this calls for discernment on the part of the 
supervisor or principal for helping the teacher make wholesome 
adaptations or sublimations of such drives. In the words of Cole: 
••• many unmarried school teachers turn their des:ires 
for a mate and children of their own into service for 
children in their classes and in this wq escape the 
frustration that they might otherwise feel, whereas other 
teachers suffer continually from the restriction imposed 
upom them by their situation and develop all sorts of 
undesirable responses and attitudes1 that alleviate but do not eliminate their frustration. 
Such contingencies and needs requir4 foresight, understanding, 
and reflection in planning. 
An important consideration in setting up the organizational 
l. Cole, 2.£• cit., p. 87. 
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machinery, particularly with regard to meetings to be held for 
explaining philosophy, policy, and the variety of regulations and 
procedures of the school program, is that of decidi~ the most 
efficacious means of such presentation. Studies indicate that 
lecturing is least effective. So, balancing the program, differen-
tiating, and deciding on activities 'With care should contribute to 
effectiveness and preclude the criticism of monotonous and wearisome 
meetings. For example, whether a particular activity or understanding 
can best be developed in conference, question period, workshop, tour, 
or teacher handbook, will need to be determined. 
In conclusion those induction practices having proved most 
worthwhile by educators who have worked with such programs; by 
evaluations from precedi~ years; and by the requirements of the 
teachers, the school, and the canmunity, need serious consideration, 
both as to personnel and practices, in planning the orientation 
program. 
Effective Induction Practices 
Helpful practices for new teacher adjustment may be divided into 
those pertaining to (1) personal., (2) social, and (3) professional. 
nature. 
Those having to do with the first,; include letters of -welcome 
and explanation about the school written to the new teacher during 
the summer; e.fforts, upon arrival of the new teacher. to insure 
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that she makes new friends; welcoming by professional organizations; 
housing facilities arranged; social and recreational periods held; 
providing or transportation for the new teacher; guidance department 
helps in teacher's personel problems; and advise respect:ing "unwritten 
laws" given by fellow teachers. 
Social procedures include socials, teas, picnics, dances and 
get-together affairs; provision is made for family socials and 
picnics; teachers are entertained in homes; and other social events 
sponsored by P-T-A 1s,professional or service organizations to help 
the teachers get acquainted with each other, the patrons, and parents. 
Helpful practices professionally include those having to do 
with audio-visual materials and printed materials. This includes 
community and school guides, teachers' hand.book, memos, state and 
district requirements and laws. Many pr:-ovisions are made for pract-
ices concerned with trips, meetings and various group participations. 
This includes pre-school workshops, conferences with experienced · 
teachers, superVisors, and principals. Other meetings held include 
those concerning.the groups, curriculum, classrooms, and study 
groups. Such meet:ings have their initial inspiration and genesis in 
the induction program and can tinue in study of various classroom or 
school needs throughout the year. In the area of person-to-person 
contacts the teacher-preparing institution cooperates in the 
induction program; single conferences are held with the new teacher 
by supervisor, superintendent or principal; confidence is built up 
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in order to enco'l.Il'age the, new teacher to come to supervisors or 
principal for help; and key school personnel and supervisors intro-
duce themselves to new teachers and offer their services. 
Assignments 
Usually a teacher is employed to teach a particular grade in 
the elementary school, but always there is a certain amount of 
departmentalization, extra-curricular activities, special and regular 
duties to be performed. It is important in carrying out the theme 
of personnel relations that teachers be free to volunteer and 
decide mutually in the sharing of responsibilities. In specific 
assignments, too, it is imperative that they be made with considera-
tions of the new teacher's desires, inclinations, ability and 
interests. It is imperative that any hint of regimentation by 
superiors be avoided. 
Assignments should, as far as feasible, be on a probationary 
basis. Flexibility provides for adaptation and placement in accord-
ance more with teachers' desires and ability. Wiles affirms thatt 
11 
••• the type of person to fill the position should be defined and 
described in terms of the necessary skills, attitudes and emotions. nl 
Portland 1 s Program is Exemplary2 
Portland, Oregon's teacher orientation program is typical and 
1. Wiles, .2.E.• cit., p. 227. 
2. Ebbey, George1'., "How Portland Greets its Teachers", Nation's 
'Schools, 42: 28-30, (December, 1948). 
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exemplary of many of the more inclusive and functional programs. 
Basing the program on the assumption that there is "no substitute 
for competent, happily adjusted personnel ••• (as a) basic principle 
upon which executives agree," Portland develops its program with 
the cooperation of school personnel, the public, the housing bureau, 
local newspapers, the city council, and chamber of commerce. A 
two-week pre-school orientation program is held in which participation 
is optional. A letter goes to the new teacher about the middle o£ 
July requesting her to list f:lrst, second, and third choices for 
living facilities, and informing her of the induction period. 
The activities of the orientation are three-fold: (1) to 
provide housing, (2) acquaint teachers with Portland schools, and 
(3) familiarize the teacher with the connnunity. On the ~enda is 
included: (1) speakers from the administrative staff; (2) meeting 
of teacher and principal, (3) tour through the community, (4) a day 
to arrange rooms and get supplies and equipment. 
During this period the teacher has an opportunity to meet the 
board of education members 'Who explain the programs; tour through the 
administration building; become acquainted with visual aid equip-
ment and professional library and special departments; and confer 
with the supervisors. 
Other act:ii..vities include a report from the education department 
explaining certification requirell¥3nts, tenure law, sick leave, 
substitute teachers, hospital and nedical plans. 
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Social and parties are held including an aJ.1-day trip over the 
Loop Highway, P-T-A picnic luncheon, evening entertainments, and an 
opportunity to learn of Oregon geography and history. 
The teachers 1 handbook describes other recreational and social 
activities 1 as well as answering questions regarding policy and 
regulations. 
tt II The Buddy Teclmique 
An effective and often-used means of establishing good relations 
and contributing to security is the appo:intment or volunteering of 
a more experienced teacher to act as a buddy or helper to the 
newcomer. She nmst be carefully selected to :insure compatability, 
sympathy, and helpfullness in assisting the new teacher in the many 
contingencies inherent in the new position. 
Psychologically, the new teacher feels more free to request 
information from her "buddy", than from her superior, a principal 
or supervisor. For in her own mind, asking questions, may jeopardize 
the confidence in her ability by superiors. 
The many ways a helping teacher ma;r assist are in: encouragements 
made; informing of the location of materials; resources; helping 
with reports; providing mformation of school and comm.unity; and 
variously helping in problems relative to the classroom and school. 
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Mann1 suggests thats 
The helping teacher who likes and understands 
people, 'Who lmows how to get along with them, who can 
gain their confidence, and llho shows enthusiasm, tact, and 
initiative is more likely to succeed. 
Teacle rs' Handbook 
The function of the teachers 1 handbook is that ·of supplying 
information. It precludes the necessity for holding long and 
wearisome meetings to explain matters of procedure, policy and 
regulations. It should clearly define the responsibility of 
teachers, teacher services, tenure, sick leave, discipline, routine 
reports, conferences, and the like. 
It is imperative that the handbook be so indexed with cross 
references to facilitate the finding of information. 
Some schools recanmend that the handbook be written by the 
teachers in order to contribute to the philosophy of shared 
experiences and to the "teacher-coIImlunity-administration feeling for 
the school. 11 2 
Martin writes of the Fresno County, California Schools 1 
handbook which contains five sections as follows: 
1. Mann, Geraldine J., "Beginners Need More than Luck, " Education 
Digest, 17:7 (March, 1952). 
2. Bliss, P. M., "Handbook for Teachers," California Elementary 
School Administrators' Association, EE.• ~., p. 71, in Meeting 
the Challenge of the New Teacher. 
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Section 1. 
Section 2. 
Section J. 
Section 4. 
Section 5. 
Section 6. 
Section 7. 
Section 8. 
School Code provisions a teacher should know. 
Professional Code. 
What the principal ma;,v e:xpect of the teacher. 
Duties of the principal... 
Relation of the New Teacher to her pupils. 
How County Office assists in the education program. 
Other agencies of educational f11Portance. 
Books, Materials and Supplies. 
The handbook is not intended to preclude the issuance of regular 
bulletins by the administration or teacher cormnittees, which a.re 
necessary to call attention to special meetings, improvements, 
suggestions, activities, and other matters. But it should be a 
grateful aid to the begirmer, and those acquainted w.i.th the system, 
and to refresh memories on the :reyriad of details which are important 
and require constant attention. 
The tone of the writing in the handbook can do mu.ch to contribute 
to or discourage morale and cooperation. If it is demanding and 
authoratative,, its effect may be lost. If it is a product of 
cooperative thinking, participation, and is written so as to give 
information as a service to teachers,, its purpose is more likely 
to have been achieved, and the effort in its compilation not wasted. 
Teacher Visitations are Effective 
A growing practice considered particularly helpful for the 
beginning teacher,, or any teacher with a problem,, is that of planned 
1. Martin, Walter G., "Teachers' Handbook of Information," Californ:ia 
Elementary School Administrators' Association,, 22.• ~., p. 73. 
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visitations. Time is provided for the teacher to observe a colleague 
in tm handling of a teaching problem. It may be a teachi~ procedure, 
subject lesson, or unit activity which the more experienced and more 
a.dept teacher is presenting. 
Subsequent time is arranged for conference, following the lesson, 
for discussion of the particular problem in question. 
Evaluation of the Orientation Program 
No orientation program will be worth the effort put. into it if it 
is not felt to be of value to the personnel for whom it is designed. 
Consequently an appraisal of results is necessary for the purpose of 
determining affectiveness of the program; discovering areas which may 
be omitted or improved for succeeding programs; making revisions and 
additions to bolster subsequent orientations. 
A candid study may be ma.de through the use of a questionnaire 
covering all phases of the program. Such questionnaires may be 
answered annonmously, and may be tabulated by a teacher committee 
which may seriously discuss the program and make suggestions, on the 
basis of such tabulations, for improvement. 
Teacher committees may volunteer to work on suggestions for 
:improvement of the program on the basis of making it more valuable 
and functional for informing teachers, providing for professional 
growth, and in this way contribute to all phases of teacher needs, 
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Summary 
A more or less eclectic procedure has been employed in this 
chapter to overview the orientation program. It has been contended 
that the diversity of conditions singularly associated with different 
communities precluded setting up a typical or hypothetical program. 
Each~rogram should be adapted to the vagaries and provincialisms 
of the particular school and community. However, certain procedures 
have been suggested for development which should be kept in mind 
in organizing and p1.a.nni.n.g. 
First, is that the new teacher's initial impressions be satisfying 
and meet with anticipatory pleasures. That means fulfilling those 
needs most likely to contribute to doubt, worry and feelings of 
incompetence. The orientation job is to prevent teacher apprehension 
and build for personal security. 
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It was suggested that adequately meeting teacher needs pre-
supposed having first some lmowledge of the teacher-her e:x:r:erience, 
qualifications, interest, hobbies, likes, dislikes, age, et cetera. 
Then, with some knowledge of the teacher's background, arises the second 
point, that of anticipating the many problems 'With 'Which the teacher 
may be confronted. Some of these problem areas were suggested in 
this chapter. Obviously, in order for the program. to function 
sue cessfully, it must not lag. Interest and participation by all 
must be maintained-thus the argument for a workshop type of 
orientation. In order to maintain this inquiring-mind attitude 
distinction must be made between those topic areas important enough 
to require discussion or explanations, and those of trivial, yet 
essential nature, that could just as well go in the handbook and used 
for reference. For Tatel has suggested to select first highly 
crucial experiences and make them direct ones. 
In pl.arming, too, it has been brought out that discriminately 
selected and expeditiously employed persormel is of prime significance 
for the success o.f the program. 
Documented in this chapter, too, were a list of activities for 
the induction program that have proved most effective, followed up 
by a synopsis of Portland 1s program-for so many years exemplm-y, 
studied and copied by other schools. 
Suggestions were made for contributing to the efficacy of the 
program: the buddy system, teacher handbook, and assignment 
teclmiques and teacher visitations. 
As a final word, it is emphasized that if teachers' needs m-e 
to be met; if the program is to be acclaimed a success, then it 
must not be stereotyped, nor yet haphazard. It should be executed 
in a friendly, informal atmosphere. Social experiences, as well as 
professional, are essential to rapport, frankness, group cooperation 
and harmony. 
1. Tate, M. W., "The Induction of Elementary School Teachers," 
Education, Administration ~ Supervision, 28t38a-6 (~, 1942). 
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Group participation, group responsibility, and group control 
are essential to initial and subsequent success. 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper attention has been called to the existance of 
maladjustments among teachers. It has also been indicated that these 
maladjustments are usually a direct result of unhappy and unnatural 
experiences causing tensions, pressures or frustrations induced by 
situations in the school or comnnmity that· deprive teachers of their 
right to be themselves and enjoy their deserved heritage-the 
fulfillment of flllldamental needs. 
It has been averred that nonnal human beings behave as they do 
because certain functional needs as food, sleep, play, work, affection, 
recognition, status, and approval have been satisfactorily met, and 
that abnormal rehavior results 'When these needs are unmet or not 
favorably compensated for. 
Facts were revealed to show that teaching is a highly complex, 
and tension-producing activity; that even the most mature teachers 
often evidence signs of annoyance and irritability during, or at the 
end of the teaching day. 
Dissension, unfriendliness, autocratic methods, indifference, 
contribute to a teacher's insecurity and often result in deviate 
behavior exemplified in such tension-relieving symptoms as withdrawing, 
emotionalism, prejudice, distrust, moodiness, or any of the many other 
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phobias and complexes indicative of maladjustment, and which have 
contributed to the stigma of teachers as being "different". 
The effect of such emotional symptoms on a group of curious, 
growing, and tractable youngsters, has not, as far as is lmown, been 
thoroughly investigated, but, it is certainly conjectured, as all 
authorities agree, not to be good. And it has been brought out that 
the secure and adjusted teacher, refiectjng a pleasing personality, 
is more efficient in the classroom and contageously invigorates the 
attitudes of her colleagues. 
With the awareness of ma.ny unfavorable teacher personality 
conditions existing, it has been established that most of' them have 
their origin in unpropitious conditions within the school and commun-
ity. Unless factors contributing to these conditions are restrained, 
the personality of the teacher is conditioned adversely. The areas in 
which these conditions may be resolved points out the problem. From 
the functional standpoint, those periods from pre-service through 
and including actual teaching have been considered. It has been 
advanced that selecting teacher training recruits who are initially 
well adjusted and are able to meet certain prescribed standards of 
health, personality, scholarship, character and attitudes, the first 
criterion for insuring adjustment has been met. 
Then, with attention by the training school to the following: 
(1) helping the student meet psychological needs; {2) orienting the 
trainee to the realities of teaching experiences--the distasteful as 
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well as the ideal; (3) providing individualized training and guidance 
for living, as well as for the job ahead, then, adjustment should 
be facilitated. It has been fl.U'ther pointed out that initial teaching 
disappointments, perple:xi ties and frustrations JJUzy" be better assuaged 
by more closely paralleling college instruction to the manner in 
which future teachers are e:xpected to teach. 
Effective teacher internship programs are endorsed beoause they 
provide for gradual transition from the train:ing school to classroom 
teaching, and due to careful supervision, gradually builds competence 
for assumption of full teaching responsibilities, in accordance .with 
the intern's ability to assume them. Thus, many of the shocks of 
initial classroom experiences are avoided. 
Chapter four has been devoted to the important area of condition-
ing teacher adjustment--the orientation program. Because of the fact 
that the first teaching experiences are so important to the novice, 
and because here is where many teachers obtain their first and lasting 
impressions; often experience their first disillusionments; their 
first major set-backs and disappointments, this chapter dealt with 
recommended procedures of induction and orientation for the beginning 
teacher. These procedures point out methods and plans for recommended 
orientation programs as a function of teacher adjustment. Considera-
tion has been given to meeting teacher needs by orientation into both 
the school and community. 5ignificant it is that the teacher be 
assisted in a thorough understanding of policies, procedures, and 
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philosophy of the school program; that she be eased gracefully over 
the first crucial ~s and subsequent periods of doubt and difficult 
situations. 
Plans and methods have been suggested for organizing and carrying 
our the orientation program, which includes not only attention to 
professional considerations, but to the teacher's economic and social 
well-being, as well. 
Stressed as important contributing factors to professional 
induction are: practicing of denncracy in the program; providing 
the teadher with complete info:nnation; giving assistance in all areas 
needed, particularly in program. planning; developing group conscious-
ness, participation and responsibility; providing for trips, meetings 
and teacher visitations; making materials of instruction available 
to the newcomer; conceiving the principal and supervisors as teacher 
helpers, counsellors, and program coordinators, rather than "bosses"; 
building and maintaining high group morale, rapport, and professional 
spirit. 
It has been held that if teacher needs are met, and met intell-
igently and adequately, an :investment w.i.11 be made to teacher happiness 
and contentment, and thereby to her competence and efficiency; to the 
atmosphere of the entire building; and to ultimate improvement of 
the instructional program. 
So, with the deductive e stablishm.en t of facts pertaining to the 
extent of maladjustment among teachers, the problems evolved for 
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(1) establishing the source of these confiicts, and (2) arriving at 
processes for resolving them. 
It was established that the majority of adjustment pro bl.ems of 
teachers resulted from conditions inherent in the school itself, and 
not necessarily to pre-service adversities. 
Because this was found to be true, it seemed expedient to 
explore all those major areas related to professional activities in 
order to discover some bases for precluding conditions contributing 
to maladjustments, namely: pre-service training, teacher selection, 
initial orientation, in-service, and follow-up activities, and to 
submit in these areas a program for conditioning for good adjustment. 
It was necessary, in this study, to delve into the psychological 
aspects of human needs in order to fonnulate hypotheses for these 
conditionings. 
It was thenceforth concluded that t:OO area where the majority of 
adjustment problems were born was in the teaching situation; that the 
area 'Where major enphasis should be placed to affect a resolution of 
these problems-or at least a check in their inception--was that of 
orientation of the beginning teacher, or teacher new to the system. 
In this area it was established that such a check meant adequately 
meeting needs. For the teacher, like every other human being, requires 
certain satisfactions out of life in order to put forth and maintain 
her best effort. The key is good human relations, which is tied to 
the aphorisms that: Every teacher wants to feel important. Every 
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teacher wants an opportunity to grow and advance. Everyone wants 
security, not only economically, but with respect to her dignity or 
status. Every teacher wants to be identified with progress and achieve-
ment of the school-to be appreciated; to maintain a sense of personal 
pride and contact. And every teacher desires fair treatment. 
It is therefore postulated that the principal can make gains in 
achieving these teacher needs by attention to the organizing and 
adaptation of certain fundamental procedures in the orientation 
program, emphasized as follows: (1) understanding the needs of the 
teacher and anticipating her problems; (2) providing for ai effective 
teacher helper or "buddy"; (3) fitting the assignments to the 
interests and abilities of the teacher; (4) providing for a handbook 
of complete information to be placed in the hands of the teacher; 
(5) assuring that the teacher has adequate housing accommodations. 
The efficient operation of an orientation program, designed to 
meet these and other needs of teachers, it is concluded, can immeas-
urably help them toward good adjustment and contribute to the efficiency 
of the school's program. 
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